





This years cover is in recognition of Horace R. Williams
and Roland D. Estabrook for their 50 years of service to the
Newton Fire Department.
They were presented with a letter of congratulations from
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Peter R. Luciano (Resigned)
James J. Triquet, Interim Moderator
Horace R. Williams, Assistant Moderator










Robert S. Donovan, Sr.
Deborah A. Elia
ROAD COMMISSIONER









TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS
Stephen P. Trenholm
Candace A. Luciano
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PLANNING BOARD (Elected RSA 673:2(b))
Allan Taylor, Chairman
Ann Byers, Vice Chairman
Dana R. Dinsmore
John R. Bird (Resigned)
Jennifer L. Gaines
Elliott F. Estey, Jr.
Andrew P. King
Ralph E. Fellows, Ex-Officio
CONSERVATION COMMISSION








Ralph E. Fellows, Ex-Officio
FAMILY MEDIATION
Andrew D. Theriault Police Chief







































COMMISSIONERS OF ROCKINGHAM PLANNING COMMISSION
Mary M. Allen Term Expires 1998
None Term Expires
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT DIRECTOR
John C. Owens Term Expires 1998
ASSISTANT EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT DIRECTOR
William E. Ingalls Term Expires 1998
GALE LIBRARY
Diane M. Sousa
DEPUTY TOWN CLERK/TAX COLLECTOR
Mary M. Allen, Deputy Town Clerk (Resigned)
Kelly M. Lightizer, Office Clerk
DEPUTY TREASURER
Nancy J. Wrigley

































TREE WARDEN (Appointed by Director, Div. Of Forest & Lands)
David A. Baker
MODERATOR APPOINTED
BOARD OF APPEALS WITH APPROVAL OF THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN
Thomas R. McElroy, Chairman Term Expires 2000
Charles R. Melvin, Sr., Vice Chairman Term Expires 2000
Harry N. Byers, III (Resigned) Term Expires 1998
Kenneth A. Pelletier Term Expires 1998
Daniel M. Mastroianni (Resigned) Term Expires 1998
Jack M. Kozec Term Expires 1998
Chester E. Bearce Term Expires 1999
Bradley Cardoso Alternate 1998
LIGHT INDUSTRIAL/COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION
Stephen A. Laurin Term Expires 1998
250<k ANNIVERSARY COMMITTEE
Francis (Sue) Mears Term Expires 1998
Martha A. Littlefield Term Expires 1998
Robin L. Parsons . Term Expires 1998
Myrtle B. Rogers Term Expires 1998
TOWN STATISTICS
Population in 1997 Approximately 4,100
No. of Taxable Properties 04/01/96 1,465
Area 9.9 sq. miles
Streets and Roads
Class I 5.2 miles
Class II 7.5 miles
Class V 22.5 miles
Class VI 1.1 miles
Private 1.3 miles
Tota 1 37.6 miles
il School Di stri ct SAU #17
















John E . Sununu Salem
CITIZEN HOTLINE: 1-800-626-7920
1st Congressional District
Term Expires: Jan. 2000
GOVERNOR'S COUNCIL
Ruth L. Griffin Portsmouth
3rd District
Term: Jan. 1997 - Jan. 2000
(603) 271-3632
N.H. SENATOR 19th District
Beverly A. Hollingworth Hampton Term Expires: Jan. 2000
(603)




















Involved. That's the word that best describes Steve Cushing and his
activities in Newton. Steve has been a resident of Newton for 26 years, and
during that time has served the Town in many ways.
He was a part-time police officer for four years, served as Chairman of
the first elected Planning Board for one year, was one of the Town's
representatives to the Rockingham Planning Commission for two years, and
served on the Industrial Development Committee. He has been a member of the
Conservation Commission for nine years and is currently Conservation
Commission Chairman, a position he has held for the past three years. In all
his activities, Steve has worked to preserve the small town rural character of
Newton. He has earned a reputation for doing his homework and is consistently
representing the best interests of the Town.
The volunteer activities of its citizens can shape and mold the character
of a small town. Newton is fortunate to have citizens like Steve who believe
that their involvement can make a difference and are willing to put in the
time of work it requires.
Thank you Steve, for your time, commitment and devotion given over the
years to the Town of Newton!
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Town Report & Delivery
Emergency Fund
TOTAL
1997 YR-DATE PROP 1998
BUDGET EXPENSE BUDGET VARIANCE
55,000.00 60,671.10 62 , 000 . 00 7,000.00
4,200.00 4,241.04 5,900.00 1,700.00
400.00 458.04 500 . 00 100 . 00
100.00 29 . 55 100.00 0.00
2 , 500 . 00 2,480.24 2,500.00 0.00
500.00 0.00 0.00 (500.00)
4,000.00 3,957.23 4,000.00 0.00
1,500.00 0.00 0.00 (1,500.00)



































750.00 188.00 750.00 0.00
0.00 23.85 50.00 50.00
100.00 100.00 100.00 0.00
300 . 00 306.00 300.00 0.00
50.00 50 . 00 50.00 0.00
0.00 1 ,094.19 950.00 950.00
500.00 569.01 500.00 0.00
250.00 268.99 310.00 60.00
0.00 937.50 1,100.00 1,100.00
0.00 32.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 225.00 0.00 0.00
5,100.00 1 ,725.78 5,100.00 0.00



















Auditing 5 ,325.00 4 ,392.00 5,325.00 0.00
Assessing 5 ,500.00 3 ,905.00 7,000.00 1,500.00
Assessing Dues 20.00 20.00 20.00 0.00
TOTAL 10 ,845.00 8 ,317.00 12,345.00 1,500.00
Treasurer 6 . 200 . 00 6,, 200 . 00 6,200.00 0.00
Deputy Treasurer 700.00 717.50 736.00 36 . 00
Payroll Supplies 800.00 693.68 800.00 0.00
Dues, Seminars,
Subscript ions 75 . 00 89.95 75.00 0.00
Computer Expense 500.00 0.00 500.00 0.00
Postage 100.00 108.80 100.00 0.00
Training Expense 500.00 25 . 00 500 . 00 0.00
Mileage, Meals, Tolls 175.00 152.10 175.00 0.00
TOTAL 9 ,050.00 7.,987.03 9,086.00 36.00
Tax Collector 7 ,000.00 7..000.00 7,000.00 0.00
Tax Collector Fees 6..000.00 5.,368.00 6 , 000 . 00 0.00
Deputy Tax Collector 500.00 931.04 500.00 0.00
Dues, Seminars,
Subscriptions 550.00 45 . 00 550 . 00 0.00
Mileage, Meals, Tolls 50.00 14.70 50.00 0.00
Service Contract:
Security Alarm 50.00 50.00 50.00 0.00
Office Supplies 1.,900.00 2..539.67 1,900.00 0.00
Telephone 100.00 167.38 100.00 0.00
Postage/Petty Cash 1., 200 . 00 719.22 1,200.00 0.00
Search Fees 2.,000.00 0.00 2 , 000 . 00 0.00
























Record C.U. /Release Land Use
TOTAL
2,000.00 1 ,699.88 1 , 500 . 00 ( 500 . 00
)
100.00 0.00 100.00 0.00
325.00 0.00 325.00 0.00
200.00 200.00 200.00 0.00
525.00 525.00 500.00 (25.00)
200.00 200.00 200.00 0.00
2,500.00 4 ,530.90 3 ,500.00 1,000.00
1,400.00 2 ,030.33 o ,000.00 600.00
150.00 381.75 350.00 200.00
250.00 0.00 250.00 0.00
1,000.00 2 ,038.55 2 , 000 . 00 1,000.00
2,500.00 602.90 1 ,000.00 (1,500.00
150.00 39.09 150.00 0.00
200.00 313.93 300.00 100.00
400.00 546.53 500.00 100.00
250.00 193.50 250.00 0.00
35.00 273.00 250.00 215.00
12,185.00 13 ,575.36 13 ,375.00 1,190.00
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1997 YR-DATE PROP 1998
BUDGET EXEENSE BUDGET VARIANCE
Board of Appeals
Personnel Expenses
Salary 1,500.00 1 ,246.33 1 ,200.00 (300.00)
Administrative Expenses
Office Supplies 250.00 218.63 200.00 ( 50 . 00
)
Travel Expense 100.00 96.24 100 . 00 0.00
Training 200.00 15.00 50 . 00 ( 150 . 00
Misc. General 100.00 59.47 50.00 ( 50 . 00 )
Postage 530.00 286.48 300.00 (230.00)
Other Expenses
Legal Fees 200.00 0.00 100.00 ( 100 . 00
TOTAL 2,880.00 1 ,922.15 2 , 000 . 00 (880.00)
GRAND TOTAL 54,560.00 48 . 689 . 55 56 ,971.00 2,411.00
GENERAL GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS (Town Hall, Fire Station, Museum, Library & Hatch)
Personnel Expense:
Salaries 2,000.00 1,498.06 2,000.00 0.00
Facilities Expenses:
Janitorial Services 2,500.00 2,101.90 2,500.00 0.00
Repairs 2,500.00 1,545.80 2,500.00 0.00
Improvement 3,500.00 1,020.00 3,500.00 0.00
Utilities - Electric 2,700.00 2,013.02 2,700.00 0.00
Cleaning Supplies 400.00 0.00 0.00 (400.00)
Oil 2,000.00 1,602.06 2,000.00 0.00
Grounds Maint . -Summer 1,500.00 1,900.13 1,500.00 0.00
Grounds Maint .-Winter 1,000.00 0.00 1,000.00 0.00
Equipment Expenses:
Expendables 250.00 100.00 250 . 00 0.00
Equipment Purchase 3,000.00 1,558.77 3,000.00 0.00
Paper Goods 100.00 66.29 100.00 0.00
Misc. General Expense 0.00 10.00 0.00 0.00

















4,000.00 3 ,978.98 4 ,284.43 284.43
200.00 138.51 200.00 0.00
50.00 0.00 50.00 0.00
450.00 315.07 450.00 0.00
100.00 41.70 100.00 0.00
3,221.00 2 ,931.00 3 ,500.00 279.00
400.00 278.77 400.00 0.00
0.00 422.00 600.00 600.00










1997 YR-DATE PROP 1998
MIDGET EXPENSE MIDGET VARIANCE
310.00 805.50 6,000.00 5,690.00
2,000.00 221.00 1,000.00 (1,000.00)
100.00 505.98 700.00 600.00
100.00 0.00 100.00 0.00
5,940.00 4,620.00 3,500.00 (2,440.00)
150.00 0.00 3,000.00 2,850.00
.7,121.00 14,859.23 24,384.43 7,263.43
POLICE DEPARTMENT
Personnel Expenses:
Salaries: Chief 35,000.00 35,023.19 39,000.00 4,000.00
Full Time Officers 64,985.00 51,611.45 80,000.00 15,015.00
Part Time Officers 48,688.00 46,703.65 50,000.00 1,312.00
Secretary 25,010.00 24,886.64 25,600.00 590.00
Overtime 7,000.00 10,049.83 7,000.00 0.00
Community Policing 0.00 0.00 2,500.00 2,500.00
Health Ins. & Dental 15,000.00 4,193.46 15,000.00 0.00
Facilities Expenses: 3,300.00 0.00 5,500.00 2,200.00
Repairs 620.35




Grounds Maint . -Summer 718.87
Grounds Maint . -Winter 90.00
Other- 522.46
Equipment Expenses:
Ammunition 1,000.00 831.11 1,200.00 200.00
Cruiser Maintenance 8,500.00 7,540.49 7,000.00 ( 1 , 500 . 00
)
Equipment Supplies 3,600.00 1,077.59 2,000.00 ( 1 , 600 . 00
Gasoline 11,000.00 9,160.67 11,600.00 600.00
Radio & Radar Maintenance 4,500.00 4,151.96 . 5,100.00 600.00
Uniform Allowance 2,500.00 3,743.15 4,000.00 1,500.00
New Cruiser 0.00 0.00 27,000.00 27,000.00
Administrative Expenses:
Miscellaneous & Mileage 1,200.00 285.25 200.00 (1,000.00)
Office Supplies 3,600.00 3,200.14 3,000.00 (600.00)
Recruiting Expense 1,000.00 487.50 750.00 (250.00)
Seminars and Dues 1,900.00 1,096.80 1,600.00 (300.00)
Training 2,500.00 125.00 2,500.00 0.00
Petty Cash 500.00 468.14 500.00 0.00
Hepatitus B 800.00 258.75 500.00 ( 300 . 00
TOTAL 246,183.00 213,126.54 295,750.00 49,567.00
COPS-FAST TOTAL EXPENSES 33,000.00 33,076.63 17,500.00 15,500.00
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1997 YR-DATE PROP 1998
BUDGET EXEEHSE ffiffiGEE VARIANCE
HIGHWAY - SUMMER
Personnel Expense:
Salaries 20,000.00 22,061.33 22,000.00 2,,000.00
Improvements
:
- Tarring 11,000.00 2,333.58 11,000.00 0.00
- Hot Top 80,000.00 82,821.10 83,000.00 3,,000.00
- Gravel 1,200.00 1,359.52 1,500.00 300.00
- General 200.00 0.00 200.00 0.00
- Sand 1,350.00 0.00 1 , 350 . 00 0.00
- Mowing 1,300.00 1,211.25 1,300.00 0.00
TOTAL 115,050.00 109,786.78 120,350.00 5.,300.00
Equipment Expense
:
Equipment Rental 37,000.00 28,074.75 37,000.00 0.00
Street Signs 600.00 264.53 600.00 0.00
GRAND TOTAL 152,650.00 138,126.06 157,950.00 5 ,300.00
Hwy Block Grant 55 , 255 . 00 56,888.53
HIGHWAY - WINTER
Personnel Expense:
Salaries 1,500.00 911.76 2,500.00 1,000.00
Equipment Expenses:
Expendables-Salt & Sand 10,000.00 10,756.61 11,000.00 1,000.00
Equipment Rental 96,500.00 62,662.50 100,000.00 3,500.00
Equipment Purchase 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00



















4,475.00 4 , 559 . 00 4,575.00 100.00
50.00 52.00 50.00 0.00
70.00 70.00 70.00 0.00
100.00 80.00 100.00 0.00
675.00 697.40 675.00 0.00
100.00 0.00 100.00 0.00
150.00 0.00 150.00 0.00
1,400.00 550.00 1,400.00 0.00
50.00 50.00 50.00 0.00
100.00 0.00 100.00 0.00





































56,018.00 45,509.54 55,000.00 (1,018.00)
3,800.00 3,360.90 3,800.00 0.00
600.00 463.24 600.00 0.00
1,500.00 1,364.05 1,500.00 0.00
2 , 500 . 00 2,201.14 2,500.00 0.00
800.00 704.92 800.00 0.00
800.00 843.50 800.00 0.00
1,500.00 0.00 1,500.00 0.00
1,800.00 1,619.81 2,000.00 200.00
600.00 1,247.77 1,600.00 1,000.00
1,400.00 1,625.70 1,600.00 200.00
4,000.00 4,597.93 5 , 000 . 00 1 , 000 . 00
7,100.00 3,791.13 7,100.00 0.00
3,000.00 2,677.11 3,000.00 0.00
3,000.00 5,619.82 3,500.00 500.00
300.00 355 . 32 300.00 0.00
400.00 577.55 500 . 00 100.00
3,000.00 2,208.00 3,000.00 0.00
1,500.00 1,066.43 1,500.00 0.00
350.00 1,636.39 400.00 50.00
200.00 555.26 200.00 0.00
200.00 165.00 200.00 0.00
700.00 438.00 500.00 ( 200 . 00
)
























6,100.00 6 ,215.00 6.,100.00 0.00
500.00 951.37 500.00 0.00
2,000.00 351.20 2.,000.00 0.00
2,000.00 529.61 2.,000.00 0.00
1,000.00 229.44 1.,000.00 0.00
8,125.00 3 ,323.70 8.,125.00 0.00
1,000.00 0.00 1..000.00 0.00
50.00 0.00 50.00 0.00
25.00 0.00 25.00 0.00
15 . 00 0.00 15.00 0.00
35.00 25.00 35.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
200.00 132.03 200.00 0.00
200.00 0.00 200 . 00 0.00
21,250.00 11.,757.35 21,.250.00 0.00
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200.00 216.00 300.00 100.00
100.00 84.50 0.00 (100.00)
200.00 287.52 250 . 00 50.00
150.00 175.00 175.00 25.00
300.00 80.00 150.00 ( 150 . 00
)
0.00 40.88 100.00 100 . 00
200.00 200.00 500.00 300.00
150.00 0.00 100 . 00 ( 50 . 00 )
500.00 420.00 500 . 00 0.00
1,800.00 1,792.83 1 ,900.00 100.00
3,600.00 3,296.73 3 ,975.00 375.00
727.43 0.00
01/01/97 01/01/98
"GREEN IE" PARK 7,200 .00 7 , 200 .00 00
Utilities 460.46
Grounds Maintenance 3,377.50






TOWN BEACH 1,500 .00 1,500 .00 .00
Utilities 0.00
Grounds Maintenance 450.00
Equipment & Repairs 250.00
Chemical Toilet 259.30
Dumpster 174.17
N.H.D.E.S. (Water Test) 27.00
Other 0.00
TOTAL 1 , 160 . 47
PROGRAMS
Summer Recreation 5,000. 00 5,000 00 .00
Salaries
Field Trip Expenses 430.00
Equipment & Supplies 464.34
Other 247.72
TOTAL 1,142.06
Swim 8,500. 00 10,300 00 1.800 00
Salaries 5,591.71



































Compactor & Box Rental
Disposal
Hauling
Grounds Maint . -Summer











































25,200.00 22 ,251.33 27,000.00 1,800.00
26,700.00 27,216.53 27,200.00 500.00
6,000.00 3,131.88 6,000.00 0.00
725.00 771.48 725.00 0.00
0.00 45.00 500.00 500.00
1,000.00 972.00 1,000.00 0.00
475.00 437.49 475.00 0.00
125.00 145.00 125.00 0.00
4 , 000 . 00 2,893.00 4,000.00 0.00
115,000.00 91,165.90 115,000.00 0.00
35,000.00 33,235.00 35,000.00 0.00
1,000.00 1,042.07 1,000.00 0.00
2,500.00 945.00 2,500.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 9,500.00 9,500.00
2,500.00 1,934.00 2,500.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 100.00 100.00
3,000.00 1,895.00 3,000.00 0.00
100.00 184.65 100.00 0.00
500.00 5,368.05 500.00 0.00
200.00 0.00 0.00 (200.00)
1 , 500 . 00. 0.00 1,000.00 (500.00)
1,000.00 0.00 1,000.00 0.00




SWDA Funds Carried Over for
Dec. 1997 Hauling & Disposal Fees:
YR-DATE
EXPENSE
































1996 Warrant Article-Space Needs
42,167.27 40,584.34 42,849.00 681.73
900.00 1,351.17 2,000.00 1,100.00
1,100.00 725.67 1,100.00 0.00
3,500.00 3,162.40 3,500.00 0.00
200.00 524.00 400.00 200.00
1,200.00 1,399.01 1,200.00 0.00
100.00 123.30 100.00 0.00
300.00 272.50 200.00 (100.00)
900.00 433.50 900.00 0.00
350 . 00 247.36 300 . 00 (50.00)
300.00 890.48 700.00 400.00
300.00 275.73 300 . 00 0.00
750.00 350 . 00 750.00 0.00
0.00 12.30 0.00 0.00
900.00 838.12 900.00 0.00
300.00 252.00 300.00 0.00
700.00 488.44 700.00 0.00
900.00 1,100.00 900.00 0.00
18,000.00 17,874.09 17,000.00 (1,000.00)
200.00 95.00 200.00 0.00
125.00 129.13 125.00 0.00
100.00 424.19 150.00 50.00
0.00 0.00 500 . 00 500.00













7,500.00 6 ,017.67 8 .000.00 500.00
1,500.00 1 .095.00 1 .500.00 0.00
0.00 505.50 50.00 50.00
100.00 18.11 100.00 0.00
100.00 18.07 100.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 500 . 00 500.00










Equipment Purchase 7,903.00 0.00 7 , 357 . 00 (546.00)
TOTAL 7,903.00 0.00 7 , 357 . 00 (546.00)
2% Franchise Credit: 7,903.00 7 , 357 . 00 (546.00)
(Estimated)


















( 500 . 00
)
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SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION
Land - Improved and Unimproved $ 49,900,450.00
Buildings 92,951,400.00
Gas Pipe Line 112,629.00
Electric Lines & Poles 1,258,168.00
TOTAL VALUATION BEFORE EXEMPTIONS ALLOWED $144,222,647.00
Blind Exemptions (4) 75,000.00
Elderly Exemptions (34) 680,000.00
Physically Handicapped Exemption (2) 8,300.00
NET VALUATION ON WHICH THE TAX RATE IS COMPUTED $143,459,347.00
Amount of Taxes Exempted to Blind 2,514.00
Amount of Taxes Exempted to Elderly 22,794.00
Amount of Taxes Exempted to Physically Handicapped 278.00
Amount of War Service Tax Credit 21,600.00
Amount of Solar Tax Credit 250.00
Amount of Wood Heating System Tax Credit 2,100.00
Number of Inventories Distributed None
Number of Inventories Properly Completed & Filed None
STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATION
TAXES ASSESSED FOR 1997 AND TAX RATE
Executive $ 68,200.00
Election, Registration & Vital Statistics 20,050.00
Financial Administration 54,360.00
Legal Expenses 20,000.00
Personnel Admin. (FICA, Retirement & Unemployment) 38,661.00
Planning and Zoning 17,121.00









Building Inspector & Other Inspections 15,000.00
Highways & Streets 260,650.00
Street Lighting 19,500.00
Cops-Fast 33,000.00
Solid Waste Disposal 201,325.00
Animal Control 7,200.00
Health Officer, Fees & Expenses 8,500.00
D.A.D., Inc. 2,000.00
Rockingham Visiting Nurse 5,678.00
Seacoast Hospice 375.00
Child & Family Services a/k/a Rockingham Counseling Center 650.00
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (NHSPCA) 550.00
Lamprey Health Care 1,300.00
General Assistance 21,250.00
Sexual Assault Services 950.00
Family Mediation 4,942.00
Vic Geary Center 1,500.00
Rockingham County Community Action Program 3,499.00
A Safe Place 300.00
Area Homemaker Home Health Aide 3,500.00





Cable TV Franchise Fee 2% 7,903.00
Conservation Commission 3,600.00
Care of Trees 4, 500.00
Cable TV - Hiring PT People 3,500.00
Interest Expenses - Tax Anticipation Notes 5,000.00
Library Public Internet 3,052.00
Computerization - TH Offices 11,250.00
SCBA Compressor 3,000.00
Seacoast Technical Team 801.00
250
th Anniversary Fund 2,500.00
Tanker 4 - Rehab 33,600.00
Library Alterations (Capital Reserve) 35,000.00
Town Hall Sprinkler System (Capital Reserve) 15,000.00
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS $1,513,310.00
LESS ESTIMATED REVENUES AND CREDITS
Land Use Change Tax $ 71,602.00
Yield Taxes 983.00
Interest and Penalties on Taxes 50,000.00
Business Licenses, Permits and Filing Fees 33,200.00
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 350,100.00
Building Permits & Others 15,000.00
Boat Permit Taxes & Other Fees 3,600.00
Road Toll Refund & Railroad Tax 2,732.00
Cops-Fast 23,000.00
Shared Revenue 23,988.00
Shared Revenue Block Grant 39,396.00
Highway Block Grant 57,916.00
Income From Departments 4,300.00
Other Charges (Library Fund Balance) 5,500.00
Interest on Deposits 30,000.00
Cable TV Franchise Fees, Refunds, Forest Fires 26,100.00
Interest From Trust Funds 2,800.00
Fund Balance (To Reduce Taxes) 192,000.00
TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS $932,217.00
Net Town Appropriation $ 581,093.00
Net School Appropriations 3,995,906.00
County Tax Assessment 183,384.00
TOTAL OF TOWN, SCHOOL AND COUNTY $4,760,383.00
Deduct: Total Business Profits Tax Reimbursement 75,158.00
Add: War Service, Solar & Wood Heating Credits 23,950.00
Add: • Overlay 99^582.00
PROPERTY TAXES TO BE RAISED $4,808,757.00
Less Tax Credits: War Service 21,600.00
Solar 250.00
Wood Heating Systems 2,100.00
TOTAL TAX COMMITMENT $4,784,807.00
Approved by Department of Revenue Administration
1997 Tax Rate - $33.52 per $1,000.00







STATEMENT OF ASSETS AND LIABILITIES
1997
ASSETS - General Fund Only:
Cash $1,129,089.06




D & H Construction 30,363.00
Day Subdivision Reclamation Bond 2,511.76
Professional Review Escrow 4,722.60
Total Assets $1,174,001.28
Accounts Receivable:
Uncollected Taxes - 1997 Property 1,034,202.39
Uncollected Taxes - 1997 Yield 814.00
Uncollected Taxes - 1997 Land use 24,102.00
Uncollected Taxes - 1996 Property
Net of $1,356.00 0.00
Uncollected Taxes - 1996 Yield,
Net of $562.00 0.00
Unredeemed Taxes, Net of $31,983.84 248,552.81
Liens for Elderly, Welfare, and Property
Net of $27,480.44 0.00
Due from other Governments 5,2 94.45
Total Accounts Receivable 1,312,965.65
TOTAL ASSETS $2,486,966.93




Deferred Land Use Change Taxes 6,025.50
Due to Harris Trust Funds 2,200.85
Due to School District 1,921,776.00
TOTAL LIABILITIES $1,983,454.07
FUND BALANCES:
Unexpended Balances of Special Appropriations:
Computerization of Town Offices
(Article #11 - 1997) 2,846.27
Reserved for Special Purposes - Cable 6,000.00
Total Unexpended Balance of Spec. Approp. $ 8,84 6.27
Reserved for Encumbrances: 18,972.50
Undesignated Fund Balance 475,694.09
Total Fund Balances $ 503,512.86
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SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
1997
TOWN BUILDINGS AND LAND Ratio 104%
ASSESSMENT
Recreation Area, Land Heath St, 30.60A (004-05-001) 142,300.00
Town Beach, Land Wenmarks Grove, 9.94A (005-07-001) 86,600.00
Police Station, L/B Amesbury Rd, 1.70A (010-07-015) 94,100.00
Police Department, Equipment 40,000.00
Historical Museum, B/O Wallace St. (011-06-018) 30,300.00
Gale Library, L/B South Main St, .48A (011-07-008) 142,300.00
Furniture and Equipment 50,554.00
Peanut Trail, R.O.W., 6.50A (011-07-060) 12,600.00
Town Hall, L/B Town Hall Road, .66A (011-08-002) 258,200.00
Furniture and Equipment 65,000.00
Fire Department, L/B South Main St, .86A (012-01-011) 132,100.00
Equipment 4 0,000.00
Peanut Trail, R.O.W., 8.50A (012-01-013) 11,100.00
Transfer Station, Dugway Road, 16.80A (016-01-002) 45,800.00
Compactor and Other Equipment 47,4 00.00
FIRE PONDS
Fire Pond-2 Keezer Lane, .57A (003-01-004-7) 2,400.00
Fire Pond-13 Whittier Street, 1.00A (006-09-010) 4,000.00
Fire Well-Tanglewood Drive, .75A (006-09-011) 5,800.00
Fire Pond-llA Whittier Street, .15A (006-09-036-1) 4,700.00
Fire Pond-49 Smith Corner Rd, 2.39A (008-02-017-A) 37,700.00
Fire Pond & Road-Durgin Drive . 93A (010-06-004) 15,700.00
Fire Pond-Dugway Road, .77A (016-05-005) 2,700.00
Fire Pond Easement-82 No. Main St. (010-01-012)
Fire Pond Easement-1 Goulds Hill Rd. (011-07-032)
CEMETERIES
Highland Street, Highland Street, 4.28A (005-04-023) No Value
Willow Grove, Whittier Street, 1.70A (006-13-001) No Value
Quaker Grove, Baker Street, .25A (007-06-007) No Value
Pond Street, Pond Street, .06A (010-02-002) No Value
Town Hall, Town Hall Road, 1.00A (011-07-001) No Value
Farmer's, Dugway Road, .30A (016-05-001) No Value
LAND AND BUILDINGS ACQUIRED
THROUGH TAX COLLECTOR'S DEED
25 Wil.ders Grove Road, Land, .18A (002-03-025) 9,100.00
Off New Boston Road, 3.50A Wetland (003-02-0090 1,200.00
Willard Paul Land, Off New Boston Road
7.00A Wetland (003-02-010) 2,400.00
Pond Street, Land .16A (004-02-005) 800.00
Heath Street, 14.50A, Backland (004-06-005) 4,900.00
Off Bartlett Street, Land, 15.00A (005-01-006) 12,300.00
Shaw Land, Country Pond Road, 2.70A (006-01-005) 18,900.00
Country Pond Road, Land, 5.30A (006-02-002) (006-02-003) 4,600.00
Off Country Pond Road, Backland, 4.31A (006-02-002-1) 3,100.00
Country Pond Road Backland, 1.60A (006-03-001) 600.00
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LAND AND BUILDINGS ACQUIRED
THROUGH TAX COLLECTOR'S DEED
Ratio 104%
ASSESSMENT
W/S B&M Railroad, Land, Whittier St. Ext.
2.58A (007-01-001) 3,900.00
Sonning Development Land, 3 Smith Corner
Road, 1.07A (007-03-024) 19,000.00
21 Whittier Street Extension, . 16A (007-07-001) 4,400.00
E/S B&M Railroad, 9.70A Wetland (008-02-001) 2,900.00
Elmer Larson Land, Smith Corner Road,
12.60A Backland (008-02-008) 15,100.00
Hall Land, Off Whittier St. Ext. 5.00A (008-02-018) 7,500.00
Addie Wallace Heirs, 38 Highland St. . 95A (011-05-003) 26,100.00
Stanley James Land, Maple Avenue, 13.00A (010-07-005-1) 21,800.00
Willard Paul Land, Bancroft Road, 6.00A (011-07-054) 11,100.00
Bozek Land, Hadley Road .28A (012-05-007) 14,200.00
Dugway Road, Land, 2.30A (016-01-003) 34,200.00
CONSERVATION LAND
Stronach Land, 30 Bartlett St, 20
Robert & Frank McCourt, 28.64A
Currierville Road
The Marshall Property, Wallace St.
L/O 03/12/91 Town Mtg. Art.
Hadley Road, TOWN FOREST, 13.16A
L/O 03/09/94 Town Mtg. Art.
Hadley Road/Merrimac Line 9.4 8A
03/09/94 Town Mtg. Art.
Guscora Land, Thornell Road 6.50A
Backland 04/08/97 Town Mtg. Art.
Town Hall Road, Land, 4.55A
04/08/97 Town Mtg. Art.
Town Hall Road, Land, 4.31A
04/08/97 Town Mtg. Art.
Pilgrim Homes Land, Bear Hill Rd,
04/08/97 Town Mtg. Art.
Amesbury Road, Backland 20.50A
TOTAL $1,797,954.00









#40 (012-04-017) 23,900. 00
#40 (012-04-018) 18,900 .00
#23 (006-08-005) 9,900 00















MINUTES OF TOWN MEETING
MARCH 11, 1997
Town moderator Peter Luciano opened the meeting shortly after 7:00 P.M. by explaining
the new procedures under SB2 as voted on by Newton voters in 1996. Peter explained
that the new procedure will take much longer, due to all questions being put on the ballot.
He told the voters that it will be frustrating to the people waiting in line, but the Selectmen
had obtained extra booths in anticipation of the extra time needed to complete the ballot.
He asked that the voters pre-read the ballot before going to the polls. Jennifer Gaines told
the voters that there will be a sample ballot in the Carriage Town News for both the
School District and the Town so people can look them over and be prepared before they
go to the polls. Moderator Luciano suggested that the voters may mark the sample and
take it into the booth . He reminded the voters that the School District adopted Senate Bill
2, and all of the questions will also be on a ballot on April 8th. Articles # 1 through #3
were not discussed, as these articles are written as prescribed by law and can not be
amended.He went right to article #4, and read it to the voters.
Article #4 Shall the Town ofNewton raise and appropriate as an operating budget, but not
including appropriations by Special Warrant Articles, the amount set forth on the budget
posted with the warrant, for the purposes set forth therein, totaling $1,3 10,471 .00 ? The
Moderator than asked the Chairman of the Board of Selectmen, Ralph Fellows if he would
like to speak on this article. Chairman Fellows told the voters that the Board of Selectmen
had numerous meetings with the department heads, and they felt they had come up with an
amount that they could live within for the oncoming year, without adding any additional
expenses. Suzanne Ryan asked when it would be appropriate to make adjustments to the
line items of the budget, and was told by the Moderator that now would be the time. Mrs.
Ryan stated that she kind ofthought that we normally did this at the end of the meeting.
The Moderator told her that we do not have to take this article in this order. Mrs. Ryan
stated again that last year we went through line item by line item at the end of the meeting.
The Moderator told her that he would deal with this article now, and stated that he was
not the one who had placed the articles in this order. Moderator asked for a motion on the
form of a ballot question on Article # 4.
Joseph Simone moved to accept the article as written, and there was a second. The
Moderator asked for discussion. At this time Selectman Ryan made several futile attempts
to reduce the budgets of the Conservation Commission, and the Recreation Department
budgets to no avail. The amendments she offered all failed overwhelmingly, and it was
ultimately moved and seconded to print the question of the final ballot as originally written
with no changes.
Article # 4 will read on the ballot as follows : Shall the Town ofNewton raise and
appropriate as an operating budget, not including appropriations by Special Warrant
Articles, the amounts set forth on the budget posted with the warrant for the purposes set
forth therein, totaling $1,310,471.00.
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THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN DO RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE.
"Should the article above be defeated, the 1997 operating budget shall be $1,391,725.00,
which is the same as last year, with certain adjustments required by previous action of the
Town ofNewton or by law or by the governing body may hold one special meeting in
accordance with RSA 40: 13, X and XVI, to take up the issue of a revised operating
budget only."
Moderator Luciano read Article # 5 to the voters , and asked for a motion in the form of a
ballot question , A motion was made to accept this article as written, and seconded.
Library Trustee Susan Rice explained how they came up with this amount and asked that
the voters accept Article 5 as written. No discussion ensued, and Moderator asked for a
vote at this time. The voters approved of this wording by a voice vote. Article #5 will
appear on the ballot as follows:
Article # 5 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, as proposed by the Gale
Library Trustees, the sum of $73,292.00 which represents the Operating Budget of the
Gale Library. Said sum does not include special articles addressed. Of the $73,292.00, we
are requesting $67,792.00 be raised through taxes and $5,500.00 will be funded from the
December 31, 1996 Library Fund Balance.
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN DO RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
Moderator Luciano read Article #6 to the voters and asked for a motion on the form of a
ballot question. Moved and seconded. He then asked for discussion on Article #6. Library
Trustee Amy Leach spoke on article #6 in detail. Moderator Luciano asked for discussion
on this article. Absent discussion he asked for a vote on the question as written. The vote
was in the affirmative, and Article # 6 will appear on the ballot as follows:
Article # 6 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, as proposed by the
Library Trustees, the sum of $3,052.00 to provide Public Internet Access at the Gale
Library. Said sum represents the installation and set-up cost of a computer terminal and
dedicated phone line.
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN DO RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
Moderator Luciano read Article # 7 to the voters, and asked for a motion on the form of a
ballot question. There was a brief discussion by Selectman Ryan on the wording, and she
asked for an amendment to this article. Moved and seconded for discussion. The
amendment appeared to fail on a voice vote, so the Moderator asked for a show of hands
He determined that the amendment had failed, but Selectman Ryan asked for a count. The
count was done by the Supervisors of the Checklist, as the voters were asked to stand for
a formal count. The results remained the same , with the article failing by an official count
of 32 in favor of amendment, and 65 not in favor of the amendment. The Moderator then
asked for a motion on the original article. Moved and seconded for discussion. Library
Trustee Susan Rice provided the history ofhow the Capital Reserve Fund began. She
explained that we are outgrowing the present Library and need to plan for the future. She
also explained that the upstairs of the library is not handicap assessable at this time. Lisa
Laurin told the voters ofhow the building shakes due to the number of books, and asked
for support for this article. She stated that the library personal can not keep all of the
books, some ofwhich are donated due to the overcrowding at the present library, and
asked for support for this article. No more discussion ensued, and Moderator Luciano
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asked for a vote on the original question as written. The article passed as written by voice
vote and will appear on the ballot as follows:
Article # 7 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, as proposed by the
Library Trustees, $35,000.00 to be placed in the Capital Reserve Fund for " Library
Alterations" established in 1982, for the future expansion of the Gale Library.
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN DO RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE.
Moderator Luciano read Article # 8 to the voters and asked for a motion on the form of a
ballot question. Moved and seconded . He then asked for discussion on Article # 8. No
discussion ensued so the Moderator moved for a vote on the question as proposed,
Article # 8 passed by a voice vote and will appear on the ballot as follows:
Article # 8 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, as proposed by the Fire
Chief, the sum of $3,000.00 to update our Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus ( SCBA
)
Compressor.
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN DO RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE.
Moderator Luciano read article # 9 to the voters and asked for a motion on the form of a
ballot question on this article. Moved and seconded to accept as written. He then asked
for discussion. No discussion ensued, so Mr. Luciano moved to vote on the article as
written. Article # 9 passed by a voice vote and will appear on the ballot as follows:
Article # 9 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, as proposed by the Fire
Chief, the sum of $801.00 to join the Seacoast Technical Assistance Response Team.
THE SELECTMEN DO RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE.
Moderator Luciano read article # 10 to the voters and asked for a motion . Moved and
seconded. Fire ChiefBake asked for an amendment to increase the amount from
$23,600.00 to $33,600.00. Moved and seconded for discussion on the amendment. Chief
Baker explained to the voters that the reason he wants the amount increased is to increase
the life of the vehicle. Selectman Ryan asked for clarification, and wondered if this
changes the intent of the article. After ChiefBaker, and John Owen spoke, it was decided
that it does not change the intent. John Owen went on to explain that by putting on a
plastic tank, in the future, the tank would be able to be removed from the existing chassis,
and put on another chassis. This would extend the life of the truck, and decrease the cost
of the truck that replaces the tank. He stated that by doing so we would save money in the
long run. . ChiefBaker told the voters of the high cost of replacing this vehicle, and
recommends that we amend this article in the best interest of saving money. There being
no further discussion Moderator Luciano asked for a vote on the amendment. The
amendment passed by a voice vote, and Moderator Luciano asked for discussion on the
article as amended. No further discussion ensued, so the Moderator moved the question
for a vote on the final form of a ballot question. Article #10 passed as amended by a voice
vote, and will appear on the ballot as follows:
Article # 10 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, as proposed by the Fire
Chief, the sum of $33,600.00 to Rehab the Body and Pump on Tanker 4. ( Per The
Selectmen's Bid Policy ).
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN DO RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE.
Moderator read article # 1 1 to the voters and asked for a motion on article # 1 1 in the
form of a ballot question. Moved and seconded for discussion. Selectmen Ryan spoke to
this article and explained that two companies had been interviewed, and that what this will
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do is link both offices together so information will be readily available through a network
system. She explained that the system will track new construction on a year to year basis,
and will update all current use amounts equally and fairly. She went on to tell of the
modern drawings that this software system will produce as opposed to the present hand
drawing. The amount asked for will include software, a new computer for the Selectmen's
office with the present computer being used by the Selectmen's secretary. It will also
include a new printer, monitor, and a Tax Collectors package. Horace Williams
questioned why we are spending money for computers, and was told that we are using the
computer presently in the offices, and that this will just bring us up to date with software
and networking. Selectman Fellows told the voters that the biggest expense in this
proposal is the software. Lynn Martin asked why the words ( Per Selectmen's bid policy
)
was removed from the question. Selectman Ryan explained that this was a quote from one
ofthe companies interviewed, and that since they have found two competitive companies
the Selectmen may send it out to bid. Lynn Martin asked to amend the article to ADD the
words ( Per Selectmen's bid Policy ). Moved and seconded for discussion on the
amendment. No discussion ensued, and the amendment passed by a voice vote. Moderator
Luciano asked for discussion on the article as amended. There being no further discussion,
Mr. Luciano asked for a vote on a form of a ballot question on article # 1 1 as amended.
The article as amended passed by a voice vote and will appear on the ballot as follows:
Article # 1 1 To see ifthe Town will vote, as proposed by the Board of Selectmen, to raise
and appropriate $1 1,250.00 to fully equip and completely computerize the Selectmen's
Assessing Office and the Tax Collector's Office. ( Per the Selectmen's Bid Policy.)
THE SELECTMEN DO RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE.
Moderator Luciano read article # 12 as proposed, and asked for a motion on the form of a
ballot question. Moved and seconded for discussion. Susan Rice asked if anyone knew
what it would cost to do this, and wonders if it would be better to pay for it now instead
of piece mealing over a number of years. Selectman Ryan stated that she thought it would
cost $30,000.00. She went on to explain that this article had been presented to the voters
last year and did not pass, so the Selectmen felt that maybe the voters would feel more
comfortable with a Capital Reserve, instead of getting hit with it all at once. Dennis
Plourde reminded the voters that the whole Town Hall needs to be sprinkled, to change
the occupancy permit. Presently the upstairs can legally hold 49 people. Joseph Simone
spoke, and stated that he felt that we should address all issues regarding the system, so the
entire community can utilize the Town Hall facilities. Selectman Fellows clarified that the
$30,000.00 includes the upstairs and the downstairs. Jennifer Gaines offered an
amendment to change the dollar amount to $30,000.00. Moved and seconded for
discussion on the amendment. The amendment failed by a voice vote. The discussion
returned to the wording on the original article. Selectman Ryan offered an amendment to
change the dollar amount from $5,000.0 to $30,000.00 and to delete the words to
establish a Capital Reserve Fund, and to add the words sprinkler system for the entire
Town Hall Building. Moved and seconded for discussion on the amendment. Anthony
Pennisi questioned whether this changes the intent of the original article. Moderator
Luciano ruled that it does not change the intent, as the intent is to still get a sprinkler
system, and that he would except the wording , but would ask for a show of hands to rule
on the intent. A show of hands concluded that it in fact did not change the intent. Susan
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Rice asked what the capacity would be after the new system was installed, and was told by
Dennis Plourde that the capacity would be between 1 75 and 200 people. This is an
estimate. Moderator Luciano at this time read the amendment to clear up any confusion as
to the proposed amendment. He state that the amendment would read as follows; To see if
the Town will vote as proposed by the Board Selectmen, for the purpose of a sprinkler
system in the Town Hall Building , raise and appropriate the sum of $30,000.00. He
asked if this was acceptable to the voters as he did not want to get too technical. After
some confusion and discussion about the wording Mr. Luciano told the voters that the
Town Clerk is charged with making sure it is presented as a proper ballot question,
without changing the substance or intent. He stated that he is not concerned with minor
editorial changes. There being no further discussion a vote was taken on the amendment.
The amendment failed by a voice vote, and discussion returned to the original article
wording. Selectman Ryan offered a compromised amendment to change the dollar amount
to $15,000.00. Moved and seconded for discussion on the amendment. There being no
further discussion the Moderator asked for a vote on the form of a ballot question on the
amended version of article #12. The vote was too close to call by a voice vote, so the
Moderator asked for a show of hands to determine passage or failure of the amendment.
The Moderator determined by a show of hands that the amendment passed. He then asked
for discussion on the amendment, There being no further discussion on the amendment he
moved for a vote on the article wording as amended. The article passed by a voice vote as
amended and will appear on the ballot as follows:
Article # 12 To see if the Town will vote as proposed by the Board of Selectmen, to
establish a Capital Reserve Fund under the provisions ofRSA 35:1 for the purpose of a
" Sprinkler System " in the Town Hall and to raise and appropriate the sum of $15,000.00
to be placed in this fund.
THE SELECTMEN DO RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE.
The Moderator read article # 13 to the voters as written and asked for a motion on the
form of a ballot question. Moved and seconded for discussion. Myrtle Rogers spoke
against this article and informed the voters that a trust fund is not what the Committee is
looking for, as they need money to pay for incidentals ( postage, and other various start-
up expenses.) She stated that she would offer an amendment to read To see if the Town
will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,500.00 to begin planning for the Towns
250TH Anniversary celebration in 1999. Such money to be spent under the direction of
the Town Anniversary Committee. This will be a non-lapsing account per RSA 32:3, VI
and will not lapse until the 250TH Anniversary is completed or in December of 1999.
Moved and seconded for discussion. Selectman Ryan felt that it changes the whole
character of the question, and that it was her preference to amend the next article that was
presented by petition, and leave this one. The Moderator ruled that it did in fact change
the intent of the original article. The amendment was withdrawn, and Myrtle will offer the
same amendment on the next question. Mr. Luciano went on to explain that it is possible
that both articles may pass under Senate Bill 2, and that the trust fund would get
$2,500.00, and the Committee would get $2,500.00. Horace Williams urged the voters to
pass this article as it will bring a lot of people to the Town ofNewton during the
Anniversary. Chairman Fellows told the voters that the Selectmen were advised by Town
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Counsel that article # 14 was illegal as written. Susan Rice stated that if this is the case
that by passing article # 13, ifby chance the Department ofRevenue does declare article
# 14 illegal, at least the Committee would have some seed money by passing article #13.
It was explained that it was illegal and poorly written, as it did not state who would spend
the money, and what the money would be spent on specifically. There being no further
discussion on article #13. Moderator Luciano moved the question for a vote as originally
proposed. The article passed by a voice vote and will appear on the ballot as follows:
Article #13 To see ifthe Town will vote , as proposed by the Board of Selectmen, to
create an EXPENDABLE GENERAL FUND TRUST FUND under the provisions of
RSA 3 1 : 19 ( a ) to be known as the Town ofNewton 250th Anniversary Celebration
Fund, for the purpose of providing seed money for events associated with implementation
of the 1999 Celebration, and to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,500.00 toward this
purpose and to establish the Board of Selectmen as Agents.
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN DO RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE.
Moderator Luciano Read article # 14 to the voters, and asked for a motion to accept the
article as written. Moved and seconded for discussion.Myrtle Rogers offered an
amendment to the article, because she explained that the way it is presently written, it
would expire in two years, and the celebration may go all the way until the last day of
1999. Moderator Luciano explained to the voters that the two things that are different
about the article are that Myrtle's amendment would clarify who would expend the money,
and would assure that the money would not lapse in April, at the Town Meeting. There
being no further discussion on the amendment, Mr. Luciano asked for a voice vote on the
amendment. The amendment passed by a voice vote. He then asked for discussion on the
amendment, and there was no discussion. Moderator Luciano asked for a vote on the form
of a ballot question on the article as amended. Article #14 passed by a voice vote and will
appear on the ballot as follows:
Article #14 On a petition of 25 or more legal voters, to see if the Town ofNewton will
vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,500.00 to begin planning for the Town's 250th
Anniversary Celebration in 1999. Such monies to be spent under the direction of the Town
Anniversary Committee. This will be a non-lapsing account per RSA 32: 3,VI and will not
lapse until the 250th Anniversary is completed or in December of 1999.
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN DO NOT RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
Moderator Luciano read article # 15 to the voters and asked for a motion on the form of a
ballot question on the article as written. Moved and seconded for discussion. There was
no discussion on this article, so at this time Mr. Luciano asked for a vote on the question
as written. The article passed by a voice vote, and will appear on the ballot as follows:
Article # 15 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $25,344.00
for the following Social Services:
Seacoast Hospice 375.00
Lamprey Health Care 1 ,300.00
Rockingham Visiting Nurse Assoc. 5,678.00
Drugs Are Dangerous 2,000.00
Prevention Of Cruelty To Animals ( NHSPCA ) 550.00
Child And Family Services 650.00
Retired Senior Volunteer Program 100.00
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Vic Geary Center 1 ,500.00
A Safe Place 300.00
Area Homemaker Home Health 3,500.00
Sexual Assault Support Services 950.00
Rockingham County Community Action 3,499.00
Family Mediation & Juvenile Services 4,942.00
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN DO RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
Moderator Luciano read article # 16 to the voters, and asked for a motion on the form of
a ballot question. Moved and seconded for discussion. Selectman Ryan made a motion to
amend this article, as the Selectmen had included this amount in the operating budget. She
then asked to amend this article by lowering the dollar amount from $3,000.00 to 0, as the
funding is in the budget. Moved and seconded for discussion. There was a brief
discussion, but none relevant to changing the amendment, so Moderator Luciano asked to
move the question as amended. The amendment passed by voice vote and will appear on
the ballot as follows:
On a petition of 25 or more legal voters of the Town ofNewton, to see if the Town will
vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $0.00 to be included in the Operating Budget of
the Town Clerk , to pay for a Deputy Town Clerk.
THE SELECTMEN DO NOT RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE.
Moderator Luciano read article # 1 7 to the voters and asked for a motion on the form of a
ballot question on the article as written. Moved and seconded for discussion. There was
discussion on what happens to the person elected for a three year term, if this article
passes. Selectmens Chairman Fellows told the voters that it would not take affect until
that persons term expires. ( NOTE: THIS IS NOT ACCURATE , AS THE LAW
STATES THAT THE PERSON ELECTED WILL REMAIN IN OFFICE UNTIL THE
NEXT ELECTION, AND AT THIS TIME THE POSITIONS WILL BE VOTED ON
SEPARATELY ) . David Detour raised the question, asking what happens if the next
article passes, ( Article #18 is just the opposite.)Moderator Luciano stated that this is a
case of the power of placement by the Board of Selectmen. He went on to say that he did
not mean any offense to this statement, and explained that no matter what ,all articles must
appear on the ballot, with amendments to assure the articles do not conflict. David Detour
asked for suggestions on how to amend this article. Moderator Luciano explained that
under the new provisions of Senate Bill 2, this is a conditional article. He Jurther explained
that he felt that if a voter was to vote yes, or no, on one article that they would vote the
opposite on the other conflicting article. He went on to explain that someone needs to
amend the article to add to the article: "PROVIDED THAT BALLOT QUESTION # 18
DOES NOT PASS." He further explained that ifboth question # 17 & question # 18
pass, question # 17 would be nullified, because it is conditional. David Detour offered an
amendment to add : Provided that article #18, immediately following next under, does not
pass. Moved and seconded for discussion on the amendment. Moderator Luciano told the
voters that it was not his intent to campaign on either question, and that the voters could
amend either question, but that it made more sense to amend the first article, so the voters
are aware of the situation when they are in the voting booth. Lynne Simone asked if it was
guaranteed that the articles would stay in the same order, and was told by Selectman Ryan
that since the Town Clerk is charged by law to write the final ballot, the voters could be
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assured that the article numbers would not change. There being no further discussion on
the amendment, Mr. Luciano asked for a voice vote on the amendment. The amendment
passed by voice vote. There was a brief discussion as to why this article was proposed,
and a question raised as to whether this article was personal. The proponent, Walter
Perkins stated that he was the proponent, and the intent was to decrease the workload,
citing the increased business in the Town over the past year. There being no further
discussion, Moderator Luciano asked for a voice vote on the article as amended. The
article passed as amended, and will appear on the ballot as follows:
Article # 17 On a petition of 25 or more legal voters of the Town ofNewton, to see ifthe
Town will vote in favor of rescinding 1990 Warrant Article # 3 which combined the Office
of Tax Collector with Town Clerk and return to two separate duly elected officials and
offices, provided that ballot question # 18, immediately following next under, does not
pass. ( Note : If this article passes the voters should be made aware that under N.H. law
one person could run for both positions, as the offices are compatible.
)
Moderator Luciano read article # 18 to the voters, and asked for a motion on the wording.
Moved and seconded for discussion. Joseph Simone spoke and asked the voters to leave
the article as written. Suzanne Ryan stated that she would like to see the position
uncombined due to the increase in the salary, and fee's collected over the years. David
Detour raised the question as to what will happen if the positions are uncombined, and
was told that the pays are presently separate in the operating budget, and that funding
would not be a problem. There being no further discussion, Mr. Luciano asked for a voice
vote on the question as presented. The article passed by a voice vote and will appear on
the ballot as follows:
Article # 18 On a petition of 25 or more legal voters ofthe Town ofNewton, to see ifthe
Town will vote in favor of having the Office ofTown Clerk/Tax Collector remain as a
combined elected position for three year terms.
Moderator Luciano read article # 19 to the voters and asked for a motion on the form of a
ballot question. There was no motion, so the article remains the same and will appear on
the ballot as follows:
Article # 19 On a petition of 25 or more legal voters of the Town ofNewton, to see if the
Town will vote to direct the Selectmen to adopt a Uniform Drug and Alcohol Testing
Policy for all Town Employees and Elected Officials.
Moderator Luciano read article # 20 to the voters and asked for a motion on the form of a
ballot question. Moved and seconded for discussion. Discussion ensued regarding the
dollar amounts, and the wording on the article. It was explained to the voters that under
the new laws of the State ofN.H. , the Selectmen basically needed to sponsor this article to
assure the elderly that they would be entitled to a fair exemption. It was further explained
that it was up to each Town to plug in the amount that they felt were fair. If this article is
voted down, the State is telling the Towns that each eligible person would get a flat rate of
$5,000.00. This article as written is in line with the State recommendations. An
amendment was offered to remove the quotations, but failed. The Moderator asked for a
voice vote on the question as presented, and the article passed by a voice vote and will
appear on the ballot as follows:
" Shall we modify the Elderly Exemptions from property tax in the Town ofNewton,
based on assessed value, for qualified taxpayers, to be as follows: for a person 65 years of
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Article # 23 To see if the Town ofNewton will vote, as proposed by the Conservation
Commission to designate the following parcels of Town-Owned Land as Conservation
Land:
Parcel 1- Approximately 6.50 acres on the south side of Thornell Road known as Tax
Map 006-08-005.
Parcel 2- Approximately 10.66 acres on the south side ofBear Hill Road, known as Tax
Map 01 1-07-041.
Parcel 3- Approximately 20.50 acres on the north side ofBear Hill Road, known as Tax
Map 016-04-015.
Parcel 4- Approximately 4.55 acres on the south side ofTown Hall Road, known as Tax
Map 01 1-07-017.
Parcel 5- Approximately 4.3 1 acres on the north side ofTown Hall Road, known as Tax
Map 011-07-017-1.
Moderator Luciano read article # 24 to the voters and asked for a motion on the form of a
ballot question. Moved and seconded for discussion. Bruce Gordon asked why the
petitioners wanted the wall removed, and was told that by removing the wall, the kitchen
facilities would be once again available to the various groups and organizations, to serve
meals at elections and other events at the Town Hall. After clarification on which wall was
being discussed, Suzanne Ryan stated that this article is unlawful as written. She further
stated that the Selectmen are the only ones that have the authority to removed the "So
Called Wall". However it still must go on the ballot under Senate Bill 2. It was stated that
the office created by this wall has been used for a total of 16 meetings last year, and that
it was used by people looking at tax maps. It was asked what the cost would be to remove
the wall, and who would pay for it. No estimates have been done, so no cost were
available. After questions about the legality of the article an amendment was offered by
Deborah Elia. The amendment offered added the wording " to see ifthe Town will vote to
direct the Selectmen". Moved and Seconded for discussion on the amendment. Being no
discussion on the amendment , Moderator Luciano asked for a vote on the amendment.
The amendment passed by a voice vote. A second amendment was offered to add to the
end of the article " at no cost to the taxpayers". Moderator Luciano asked for a vote on
the amendment. The second amendment passed by a voice vote. Selectman Ryan raised
questions over liability as to who can use the kitchen facilities.Moderator Luciano asked
for a vote on the article as amended twice. The article passed by a voice vote, and will
appear on the ballot as follows:
Article # 24 On a petition of 25 or more legal voters, to see if the Town will vote to direct
the Selectmen to remove the wall that was erected in the downstairs of the Town Hall,
next to the Town Clerks Office, at no cost to the taxpayers.
Moderator Luciano read article # 25 to the voters and asked for a motion on the form of a
ballot question.Moved and seconded for discussion. Selectman Ryan offered an
amendment to add after the Board of Selectmen" with the input of the Conservation
Commission prior to conveyance. " She further asked to delete " or to a third party
nominated in writing by vote." Question were raised as to whether the Town should be
getting more than just market value for the real estate that the gasline would encroach.
Moderator Luciano asked for a vote on the amendment. The voice vote was too close to
call, so the Moderator asked for a show of hands. The amendment passed by a show of
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age up to 75 years, $15,000: for a person 75 years of age up to 80 years, $20,000.00; for
a person 80 years of age or older $25,000.00. To qualify, the person must have been a
New Hampshire resident for at least 5 years, own the real estate individually or jointly, or
if the real estate is owned by such person's spouse, they must have been married for at
least 5 years. In addition, the taxpayer must have a net income of not more than
$19,000.00 or, if married, a combined net income of less than $28,000.00: and own net
assets not in excess of $30,000.00, excluding the value of the person's residence."
Moderator Luciano read article # 21 to the voters and asked for a motion on the form of a
ballot question. Moved and seconded for discussion. There were no amendments offered
to this article, and very brief discussion. There being no discussion, Mr. Luciano asked for
a voice vote on the article as written. The article passed by a voice vote and will appear on
the ballot as follows:
Article #21 On a petition of 25 or more legal voters of the Town ofNewton, to see if the
Town will vote to direct the Selectmen to sell a parcel ofTown-owned backland,
approximately 3.5 acres, which abuts the Union Cemetery, described as Tax Map 003,
Block 02, Lot 009, to the Union Cemetery Trustees, for future cemetery space needs, for
the sum of one dollar ( 1.00 ).
Moderator Luciano read article # 22 to the voters and asked for a motion on the form of a
ballot question. Moved and seconded for discussion. Susan Rice spoke on this article and
explained this article to the voters. Little discussion ensued, and Mr. Luciano asked for a
voice vote on the article as presented. Article # 22 passed on a voice vote, and will appear
on the ballot as follows:
Article # 22 To see if the Town will vote to adopt the provisions ofRSA 202-A:4-d
authorizing the Library Trustees to accept gifts of personal property, other than money,
which may be offered to the library for any public purpose, provided however, that no
acceptance of personal property by the Library Trustees shall be deemed to bind the Town
or the Library Trustees to raise , appropriate or expend any public funds for the operation,
maintenance, repair or replacement of such personal property. And further to require that
prior to the acceptance of any such gift, valued at over $5,000.00, the Library Trustees
shall hold a public hearing on the proposed acceptance.
Moderator Luciano read article # 23 to the voters and asked for a motion on the form of a
ballot question. Moved and seconded for discussion. Conservation Commission Chairman
Steve Cushing spoke on this article and described the locations of the parcels. He further
stated that the Commission felt the public should have input on what happens to these
parcels. The intention of the Commission is that these parcels not be developed,& that the
property would be the property of all of the Townspeople. He further stated that the
Commission tries to maintain trails on Conservation land. He stated further that the
Conservation could not sell any land without Town Meeting approval. Questions were
raised about the aquifer located on one of the parcels, and Chairman Cushing said that if
we ever need municipal water on that side of town, this site would be suitable. ( The
parcel is surrounded by the N.H. Fish and Game Department). After minor discussion, Mr.
Luciano asked the voters for a vote on the article as presented. The article passed by a
voice vote and will appear on the ballot as follows:
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hands. He than asked for discussion on the amendment. Ann Miles asked for help in an
amendment to give the Selectmen more authority in the best interest of the Town. Steve
Cushing offered an amendment to add the words " plus compensation resulting from
mitigation and any other consideration which the Selectmen can negotiate", to the end of
the article. Moved and seconded for discussion. A question was raised as to what will
happen ifwe vote no, on the ballot and the voters were told that the gas company could
take the land by eminent domain. A vote was taken on the amendment, and passed by a
voice vote. Moderator Luciano asked for discussion on the article as amended twice.
There being no further discussion, he moved the question. The article passed as amended
twice and will appear on the ballot as follows:
Article # 25 To see if the Town will vote, as proposed by Portland Natural Gas
Transmission System ( PNGTS ), to authorize the Board of Selectmen to negotiate and
convey an easement interest in the Town-owned land identified as Tax Map 01 1-06-018
and the Town-owned land identified as Tax Map 012-01-013 to Portland Natural Gas
Transmission System ( PNGTS ) and/or Maritimes & Northeast Pipeline, L.L.L . ( MNE )
for the purpose of routing a natural gas transmission pipeline, pursuant to a Certificate of
Public Convenience and Necessity issued by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (
FERC ) . The Board of Selectmen is authorized, with the input of the Conservation
Commission prior to conveyance, an easement interest for its fair market value, plus
compensation resulting from mitigation and any other consideration which the Selectmen
can negotiate.
Article # 26 was read by the Moderator to the voters and he asked for a motion on the
form of a ballot question. Moved and seconded for discussion. It was clarified that this
article is written according to State Law. Selectman Ryan also stated that this article
should have been put on the ballot each year since 1973. An amendment was offered by
Horace Williams to strike the words " or other acts " from the original article. A voice
vote was taken on the amendment, and was too close to call so the moderator asked for a
show of hands. The amendment failed by a show of hands. Discussion ensued on the
original question. There was an attempt to remove the word " Meeting " at the end of the
article, but it was clarified that we are still operating under a Town Meeting form of
Government. It was further stated that Town Meeting does not end at this meeting. We
still have to vote by ballot, which is part ofTown Meeting. A voice vote was still taken to
remove the word
/
" Meeting" , but the amendment failed. Discussion returned to the original article as
presented. It was clarified by Selectman Donovan that this article applies to all Board in
the Town, and not just the Selectmen. There being no further discussion, Moderator
Luciano moved the question . Article # 26 passed by a voice vote, and will appear on the
ballot as follows:
Article # 26 To see if the Town will vote to indemnify and save harmless for loss or
damage occurring after said vote, any person employed by it and any member or officer of
its governing board, administrative staff or agencies, including, but not limited to
Selectmen, from personal financial loss and expense including claim, demand, suit or
judgment by reason of negligence or other act resulting in accidental injury to a person or
accidental damage to or destruction of property, if the indemnified person at the time of
the accident resulting in the injury, damage or destruction was acting in the scope of their
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employment or office, as set forth in N.H. RSA 3 1 : 105. This authorization will remain in
effect indefinitely until rescinded by a vote of the Town Meeting.
Article # 27 was read to the voters by Moderator Luciano, and he asked for a motion on
the form of a ballot question. Moved and seconded for discussion. Horace Williams asked
what would happen to the transfer station, and the employees if this article passes.
Chairman Fellows told the voters that the land would sit dormant until the town had
another use for it, and that the town would try to find employment for them within the
town, but could not guarantee it. Discussion ensued about people liking to go to the
dump, the cost of closing the landfill, and concerns that the cost will be higher than what
has been presented. Further questions were raised about hazardous waste, large items
brush, and once again the cost. Richard Russell informed the voters that since 1989, the
budget ofthe Town had increased approximately 20 % , and the solid waste budget had
only increased by 3 %, and that this was with an increase of approximately 150 homes.He
further stated that he could not understand why we would want to go with trash pickup in
light ofthe above stated reasons. Chairman Fellows stated that when the Selectmen went
out to bid in the fall, the bid included bulky materials, & brush. The bid was approximately
the amount in the Transfer Station budget, and that we would not have to keep the
facilities open. He further stated that the transfer station would remain open for the time
being, but the Selectmen felt that a warrant article was the only fair way to decide this
issue of a Transfer Station as opposed to Trash Pick-Up. He further stated that we would
only go to curbside ifwe could do everything that we are doing at the Transfer Station,
within the amount presently proposed. Lindsey Rice offered an amendment to strike
"$201,325.00, and substitute it with zero ( )." Moderator Luciano stated that this would
nullify the article, and that it is perfectly legal under Senate Bill 2. Moved and seconded
for discussion. Steve Laurin stated that he did not think that it was fair to the people that
had devoted time and effort into this article to zero it. There being no further discussion,
Moderator Luciano asked for a vote on the amendment. The amendment passed by a
voice vote. Discussion ensued on the article as amended. Walter Perkins Sr. felt that this is
not fair to the taxpayers ofNewton. He further stated that he feels we live under the
democratic type ofgovernment and that this eliminates the average person from voting yes
or no. Moderator Luciano thanked him for the comment, but reminded Mr. Perkins that
the amendment had already passed. Selectman Ryan questioned the Moderator as to the
intent of the question being changed with this amendment. Moderator Luciano read from
the Moderators Handbook that under Senate Bill 2, the voters could essentially gut the
substance of an article without changing the intent. He than moved the question as
amended. The article passed by a voice vote and will appear on the ballot as follows:
Article # 27 To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to convert
to Residential Curbside Rubbish Pick-up; the cost ofwhich shall not exceed the amount of
$0.00 to be used for this purpose.
( Per Selectmen's Bid Policy ).
At this time Moderator Luciano entertained any corrections to the Town Report.
Steve Cushing asked that the body correct on page 47 , under Treasurer's Report. He
states that it shows a balance of $1,176,12, and that this is not the balance. This is the
unexpended amount from the 1995 budget, and that it should have been rolled into the
Conservation Commission fund. He further stated that the report does not reflect the
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Conservation Commission receiving the 1996 budget which was $3,750.00, and it also
shows payments that the Conservation Commission never made. The Commission never
made any payment of $100.00 to the N.H. Association of Wetlands Scientist, they didn't
make a payment of $360.00 for the Wetland Protection Incorporated. What they believe
this is, is a total of $460.00 paid to N.H. 4-H camps for youth education. He further stated
that the total payments for the year were $2,946.79 which represents what is in the Town
Report plus the $460.00, and that it is not itemized in the Town Report. He went on to
say that on page 15, the $460.00 should reflect in the budget worksheet, and on page 67,
under the 1997 budget a total expense of the 1996 budget should be listed as $2,947.00.
Steve Laurin stated that on page 48 ofthe Annual Report, the inclusion under Newton
Baseball Association savings account, that this is a completely separate entity and does not
merit inclusion in the Report. Joe Simone stated that he would like to see no editorial
statements in next years Selectmen's Report. ( Page 95).
Jennifer Gaines stated that on page 50, under Professional Review Escrow Account , the
correct amount should be $ 9,388.43. She stated that it is just a mathematical error.
Moderator Luciano announced that there are many appointments to be filled, and to
contact the Selectmens Office if anyone is interested in the vacant positions.
There being no other business to come before the body, Moderator Luciano adjourned
the Meeting and reminded the voters that election day will be on April 8th, at the









( X DENOTES WINNERS FOR TOWN OFFICERS )
FOR BOARD OF SELECTMEN
THREE YEAR TERM ( ELECT ONE )
DEBORAH A. ELIA





FOR TOWN CLERK/ TAX COLLECTOR
THREE YEAR TERM ( ELECT ONE )
KAREN MIDDLETON




THREE YEAR TERM ( ELECT ONE )
ELIZABETH G. STANDING 871 X
FOR PLANNING BOARD
THREE YEAR TERM ( ELECT TWO )




FOR TRUSTEE OF TRUST FUNDS
THREE YEAR TERM ( ELECT ONE )
NO CANDIDATE RAN FOR THIS POSITION
( WRITE-IN) RAYMOND D. THAYER 34
( WRITE IN ) KAREN MIDDLETON 1
6
MR. THAYER COULD NOT BE ELECTED TO THIS POSITION, AS IT WOULD BE
A CONFLICT WITH HIM BEING ONE OF THE CEMETERY TRUSTEE'S. THE
SELECTMEN ASKED FOR ANY INTERESTED PARTIES TO APPLY IN WRITING
FOR THIS POSITION. FOR THE RECORD, THE SELECTMEN APPOINTED
STEPHEN TRENHOLM TO THE POSITION OF TRUSTEE OF TRUST FUNDS,
CITING HIS ACCOUNTING BACKGROUND.
FOR TRUSTEE OF GALE LIBRARY
THREE YEAR TERM ( ELECT ONE )
SUSAN J. RICE 853 X
FOR CEMETERY TRUSTEE
THREE YEAR TERM ( ELECT ONE )
RAYMOND D. THAYER 949X
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THERE WERE 2522 REGISTERED VOTERS, AND 1039 VOTES CAST.
ARTICLE #2 PASSED WITH A VOTE OF 5 12 YES, TO 460 NO.
ARTICLE #3 FAILED WITH A VOTE OF 372 YES, TO 589 NO.
ARTICLE #4 PASSED WITH A VOTE OF 761 YES, TO 209 NO.
ARTICLE# 5 PASSED WITH A VOTE OF 691 YES, TO 281 NO.
ARTICLE#6 PASSED WITH A VOTE OF 578 YES, TO 390 NO.
ARTICLE#7 PASSED WITH A VOTE OF 555 YES TO 429 NO.
ARTICLE#8 PASSED WITH A VOTE OF 776 YES , TO 202 NO.
ARTICLE#9 PASSED WITH A VOTE OF 759 YES, TO 225 NO.
ARTICLE#10 PASSED WITH A VOTE OF 654 YES , TO 320 NO.
ARTICLED 1 PASSED WITH A VOTE OF 620YES, TO 358 NO.
ARTICLE#12 PASSED WITH A VOTE OF 565 YES, TO 416 NO.
ARTICLE#13 PASSED WITH A VOTE OF 573 YES, TO 405 NO.
ARTICLE#14 FAILED WITH A VOTE OF 426 YES, TO 539 NO.
ARTICLE #15 PASSED WITH A VOTE OF 733 YES, TO 230 NO.
ARTICLE #16 FAILED WITH A VOTE OF 377 YES, TO 583 NO.
ARTICLE# 1 7 FAILED WITH A VOTE OF 1 73 YES, TO 820 NO.
ARTICLE#18 PASSED WITH A VOTE OF 857 YES, TO 120 NO.
ARTICLE#19 PASSED WITH A VOTE OF 592 YES, TO 393 NO.
ARTICLE#20 PASSED WITH A VOTE OF 756 YES, TO 22 1 NO.
ARTICLE#21 PASSED WITH A VOTE OF 885 YES, TO 102 NO.
ARTICLE#22 PASSED WITH A VOTE OF 841 YES, TO 127 NO.
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ARTICLE#23 PASSED WITH A VOTE OF 821 YES, TO 158 NO.
ARTICLE#24 PASSED WITH A VOTE OF 766 YES, TO 207 NO.
ARTICLE#25 PASSED WITH A VOTE OF 535 YES, TO 402 NO.
ARTICLE#26 FAILED WITH A VOTE OF 417 YES, TO 481 NO.
ARTICLE#27 FAILED WITH A VOTE OF 293 YES, TO 689 NO.
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OFFICE OF THE TOWN CLERK
January 1, - December 31, 1997
Remitted to Treasurer:
Motor Vehicle Permits $377,839.00
Dog Licenses 2,870.00
Dog License Penalties 162.00
Certified Copies 225.00
Filing Fees 6 . 00
Marriage Licenses 1,140.00
Overpayment Auto . 83
TOTAL $382,242.83
Number of Motor Vehicle Permits Issued 5,047
Number of Dogs Licenses Issued 476
Number of Marriage Licenses Issued 30
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To the Board of Selectmen
Town of Newton, New Hampshire
We have audited the general purpose financial statements of the Town of Newton, New
Hampshire as of and for the year ended December 31, 1996, and have issued our report thereon
dated May 9, 1997.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards. Those
standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether
the general purpose financial statements are free of material misstatement.
The management of the Town of Newton, New Hampshire is responsible for establishing and
maintaining an internal control structure. In fulfilling this responsibility, estimates and judgments
by management are required to assess the expected benefits and related costs of internal control
structure policies and procedures. The objectives of an internal control structure are to provide
management with reasonable, but not absolute, assurance that assets are safeguarded against loss
from unauthorized use or disposition, and that transactions are executed in accordance with
management's authorization and recorded properly to permit the preparation of general purpose
financial statements in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles. Because of
inherent limitations in any internal control structure, errors or irregularities may nevertheless occur
and not be detected. Also, projection of any evaluation of the structure to future periods is subject
to the risk that procedures may become inadequate because of changes in conditions or that the
effectiveness of the design and operation of policies and procedures may deteriorate.
In planning and performing our audit of the general purpose financial statements of the
Town of Newton, New Hampshire for the year ended December 31, 1996, we obtained an
understanding of the internal control structure. With respect to the internal control structure, we
obtained an understanding of the design of relevant policies and procedures and whether they have
been placed in operation, and we assessed control risk in order to determine our auditing procedures
for the purpose of expressing our opinion on the general purpose financial statements and not to
provide an opinion on the internal control structure. Accordingly, we do not express such an
opinion.
Our consideration of the internal control structure would not necessarily disclose all matters
in the internal control structure that might be material weaknesses under standards established by
the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. A material weakness is a condition in which
the design or operation of one or more of the internal control structure elements does not reduce
to a relatively low level the risk that errors and irregularities in amounts that would be material in
relation to the general purpose financial statements being audited may occur and not be detected
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within a timely period by employees in the normal course of performing their assigned functions.
We noted no matters involving the internal control structure and its operation that we consider to
be material weaknesses as defined above.
However, we noted certain matters involving the internal control structure and its operation
that we have reported to the management of the Town of Newton, New Hampshire in a separate
letter dated May 9, 1997.
This report is intended for the information of management and the Board of Selectmen.





Property, Yield and Land Use
Change Taxes
Levy of 1997
As of December 31, 1997
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Property, Yield and Land Use
Change Taxes
Levy of 1996
As of December 31, 1997
































































Property, Yield and Land Use
Change Taxes
Levy of 1995
As of December 31, 1997
-DR-




















SUMMARY OF TAX LIEN ACCOUNTS
Fiscal Year Ending December 31, 1997
Balance of Unredeemed Taxes
as of January 1, 1997
Understatment of PY Ending Balance
Taxes Sold to Town During
Current Fiscal Year





1996 1995 Previous Yrs






$ 230,845.92 $184,561.65 $149,869.38
-CR-






Unredeemed Taxes as of
December 31, 1997














UNREDEEMED TAXES FROM TAX LIEN
As Of December 31, 1997
108 Realty Trust
Broyer Trust
Elgin Investment Prop. Inc.
Elgin Investment Prop. Inc.
Elgin Inwestment Prop. Inc.




Willow Grove Realty Tr.
Edna Beaver
Bruce A. Bilodeau
Raymond A. Bilodeau, Jr.
Keith A. Bisson
George & William Bozek
Walter F. Bradstreet
Joseph Clement
Norman & Patricia Comeau
Jacquline Cornell
Edward & Bonnie Dufresne
Sharon French & J. Curtis
Allyson Hall
Eugene & Robert Harding
Stephen M. Hart
John & Paulette Kelleher






















































































































UNREDEEMED TAXES FROM TAX LIEN






Victor & Jacqueline Silva
Gerald C. & M.C. Skinner,












































January 1, 1997 - December 31, 1997
RECEIPTS
Elizabeth G. Standing 12/31/96 Treasurer $1, 631, 614. 47
SELECTMEN: 384, 810. 69
TOWN CLERK:
1997 Motor Vehicle Permits $ 370, 264.,83
1997 Motor Vehicle Fees 7, 575.,00
Dog Licenses 2, 412.,00
Dog License Penalties 162.,00
Dog Fines 458.,00
Filing Fees 6.,00
Marriage Licenses 1, 140.,00
Vital Statistics 225.,00
Bad Check Penalties 645.,32
Bad Checks Uncollected <3, 153.,00> $ 379, 735.,15
TAX COLLECTOR:
1997 Property Taxes $3 ,755, 082.,10
Yield Taxes 663.,99
Land Use Change Tax 72, 379.,83
Property Taxes-Previous Years 167, 645..77
Interest on Delinquent Taxes 12, 046.,42
Tax Liens Redeemed 241, 772.,58
Interest & Costs 51, 341.,23
Tax Overpayments 1, 121.,00
Impending Tax Lien Costs 981..00 $4, 303, 033..92
BOAT TAX COLLECTOR: 2, 757..80
TOTAL RECEIPTS $6, 101, 952,.03
PAYMENTS :
Paid , vouchers drawn by Selectmen $5,,512, 862 .97
Bal per Citizen Stmt $ 313,,074..21
Bal per Family Stmt 787,,844,.86
1996 Deposits not on Stmt 154,,126..92
1996 Checks Outstanding (126,,187..72)
1997 PIP Acct 220 .65
1997 Tax Acct 10 .14





































Balance on Hand 12/31/97
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
NOW ACCOUNT










January 1, 1997 - December 31, 1997
RECEIPTS :

















Rockingham Co. Baseball 140.00
TNT Graphics 67.00






































































































































































Town of Newton 50.00
Rockingham Cty Conserv. 33.00
Forrest Reynolds 353.92
Jeanne St. Jean 377.42
Michael Toomey 179.00
Rockingham Cty Conserv. 591.25
Rockingham Cty Conserv. 1,540.00
Rockingham Cty Conserv. 2,090.00
Rockingham Cty Conserv. 257.45
Rockingham Cty Conserv. 907.50
TOTAL PAYMENTS $6,676.54






GALE LIBRARY TREASURER'S REPORT






































































































FUND BALANCE WARRANT ARTICLES
GALE LIBRARY INTERNET ACCESS











GALE LIBRARY SPACE NEEDS






































General Funds - 1997
Received By Tax Collector:
1997 Property Taxes








Impending Tax Lien Costs
Tax Overpayments
Total Received By Tax Collector $4,303,033.92
Received By Boat Tax Collector:
Boat Registration Permits $ 2,757.80
Received By Town Clerk:
1997 Motor Vehicle Permits $ 370,264.83
1997 Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 7,575.00
Dog Licenses 2,412.00
Dog License Penalties 162.00
Filing Fees & Recount 6.00
Marriage Licenses (State) 1,140.00
Dog Fines 458.00
Vital Statistics 225.00
Bad Check Penalties 645.32
Bad Checks Uncollected <3,153.00>
Total Received By Town Clerk $ 379,735.15
Received By Selectmen:
General Funds
Total Received By Selectmen $ 384,810.69
Received From 1996 Treasurer:



















































Solid Waste Disposal Area
Total Sanitation Expenses
Health:





Rockingham Visiting Nurse Assoc.
DAD, Inc.






Rockingham Cty Community Action
Family Mediation & Juvenile Ser.
A Safe Place
Vic Geary Center









Total Culture & Recreation Exp.
Debt Service:
Interest Expense-Tax Anti Note




Fire Dept. - Seacoast Technical Team
Fire Dept. - 1995 Dry Hydrants
Fire Dept. - SCBA Compressor
Fire Dept. - Rehab Tanker 4
Library - Internet Access
Computerization of Town Offices
Gale Library Trustees





















































Town Hall Sprinkler System
Library Alterations


















250 th Anniversary Celebration 2,500.00
Total Expendable Trust Payments $ 2,500.00
Miscellaneous:
FICA, Retirement & Pension $




Miscellaneous (Health & Dental)
Total Miscellaneous Expenses
Unclassified:
Tax Anticipation Note $
Tax Lien & Redemption Fees
Discounts, Abatements & Refunds
Payments on 1996 Accounts
Conservation Land Use Change Tax 25%
Total Unclassified Expenses
Payments To Other Governmental Divisions:
Paymts to State: a/c Marr Lie $ 1,102.00
Paymts to School District 3,871,589.00
Payment to County 183,384.00
Total Paymts/Other Govern. Div. $4,056,075.00
TOTAL PAYMENTS FOR ALL PURPOSES $5,572,862.97
Cash on Hand, December 31, 1996 1,129,089.06
GRAND TOTAL $6,701,952.03
DETAIL STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS
General Funds
From Local Taxes:
Property Taxes - Year 1997
Land Use Change Tax
Interest
Property Taxes-Previous Years
Yield Taxes - 1995, 1996
Yield Taxes - 1997
Interest on Delinquent Taxes
Tax Liens Redeemed
Town Redemptions Interest & Costs
Motor Vehicle Permits





Business Lie, Permits &
Filing Fees
Current Use Fees
Other Licenses Permits & Fees
Building Inspection & Other Inspec.
Boat Registration Permits
Marriage License Fees


























Refund a/c Road Toll
Total From State
Charges For Services:







Sale of Town Property
Sale of Real Property
Cable TV Franchise Fees 2%

























































Cemetery Trust Fund 1996 & 1997
Impending Tax Lien Costs
Miscellaneous











TOTAL RECEIPTS FROM ALL SOURCES
Bad Checks Outstanding










The State of New Hampshire
THE POLLS WILL BE OPEN FROM 8:00 A.M. TO 8:00 P.M.
To the inhabitants of the Town of Newton, N.H. in the County of Rockingham, in
said State, qualified to vote in Town Affairs; you are hereby notified to meet
for the first session of the annual meeting, which shall be for the
explanation, discussion and debate of each warrant article and the transaction
of all business other than voting by official ballot to be held at the Sanborn
Regional Middle School on February 2, 1998 at 7:00 PM; the second session to
be held at the Memorial Elementary School, in said Newton, on Tuesday, the
tenth day of March next, at eight o'clock in the forenoon, to choose all
necessary Town Officers for the ensuing year by official ballot, and to vote
on all issues before the Town of Newton on the official ballot; the polls to
be open at eight o'clock in the forenoon and to close not earlier than eight
o'clock in the evening.
1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing.
2. Are you in favor of the Adoption of Amendment No. 1 as proposed by
petition of 25 or more legal voters in the Town of Newton, to see if the Town
will vote to "rescind" the vote of March 14, 1989 Zoning Article #2 to change
the lot or parcel now or formally owned by Charles Melvin (Book 3245 Page 517,
filed October 17, 1997) from Commercial to Residential-A.
THE PLANNING BOARD DO NOT RECOMMEND THIS AMENDMENT
3. Are you in favor of the Adoption of Amendment No. 2 as proposed by
petition of 25 or more legal voters in the Town of Newton, to see if the Town
will vote in favor of amending the Zoning Ordinance by expanding
Light/Industrial Commercial Zone to include the property known and numbered as
17 Whittier Street, presently zoned residential which property is directly
across the street from an existing portion of the Light/Industrial Commercial
Zone. The parcel in question is more particularly described as follows:
Beginning at an iron pipe situated on the Southerly side of Whittier Street
and at Lot #2; thence running
South: 39 degrees 51 10"
East: 306.14 feet along Lot #2 to an iron pipe and Lot #4 thence
South: 68 degrees 40' 40"
West: 150.56 feet to an iron pipe and Whittier Street; thence
North: 39 degrees 40' 40"
West: 307.11 feet to an iron pipe and Whittier Street; thence
North: 69 degrees 36' 20"
East: 90.39 feet; thence continuing
North: 68 degrees 26' 30"
East: 59.61 feet to an iron pipe and Lot #2 and point of beginning.
Containing 43,570 square feet, more or less. Being shown as Lot #3 on plan
entitled "Subdivision Plan of land in Newton, NH owned by Frank Csonger, Jr."
Scale 1" = 40', July 1976". Arnold and Associates and filed in Rockingham
County Registry of Deeds as Plan #D-6148.
The above-described parcel encompasses tax map 006-09-010-3.
ordinance: "The Total amount permitted to be removed per building lot is not
to exceed 250 cubic yards per lot".
THE PLANNING BOARD DO NOT RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
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4. Are you in favor of the Adoption of Amendment No. 3 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Town of Newton Zoning Ordinance as follows:
PROPOSED ZONING AMENDMENT
To amend:
Section IV Residential A Zone Area Regulations, 2 Lot Area,
Section VI Residential B Zone Area Regulations, 2 Lot Area,
To Add the following sentence to the end of the current section:
"..Every lot established after the effective date of this section (the 1998
Town Meeting) shall be a minimum of 125' wide at all locations measured
from the frontage in a continuous line back 100' toward the rear of the lot
along the side lot lines."
To amend:
Section X, Commercial Zone Area Regulations, 4 Lot Area,
To Add the following sentence to the end of the current section:
"..Every lot established after the effective date of this section (the 1998
Town Meeting) shall be a minimum of 175' wide at all locations measured from
the frontage in a continuous line back 125' toward the rear of the lot along
the side lot lines."
The effect of this proposed amendment would be to affect anyone wishing to
subdivide or created new lots within the Town of Newton in the Residential A,
B, and Commercial Zones.
THE PLANNING BOARD RECOMMEND THIS AMENDMENT
********************************************************
5. Shall the Town of Newton raise and appropriate as an operating budget, not
including appropriations by Special Warrant Articles, the amounts set forth on
the budget posted with the warrant, for the purposes set forth therein,
totaling $1,498,206.00?
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
Should the article above be defeated, the operating
budget shall be $1,383,763.00, which is the same
as last year, with certain adjustments required by
previous action of the Town of Newton or by law
or the governing body may hold one special meeting,
in accordance with RSA 40:13, X and XVI, to take
up the issue of a revised operating budget only."
***********************************************************
6. On a petition of 25 or more legal voters of the Town of Newton, to see if
the Town will vote to establish a new position of a PART-TIME CODE ENFORCEMENT
OFFICER with a salary not to exceed $5,000.00 to include the operation of said
position. All fines and fees shall be returned to the Town.
(Per the Selectmen's Bid Policy)
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
"This appropriation is in addition to Warrant Article #5,
the operating budget article .
"
7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, as proposed by the
Gale Library Trustees, the sum of $15,000.00 to complete the Building Needs
Assessment, contract architectural services, and complete reports and studies
for future expansion or construction of the Gale Library. The Library
Trustees will be the agents to expend these funds. This appropriation shall
expire on December 31, 1999. (Per the Selectmen's Bid Policy)
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
"This appropriation is in addition to Warrant Article #5,
the operating budget article .
"
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8. To see if the Town will vote to change the name of the Capital Reserve
Fund established in 1982 for "Library Alterations" to "The Gale Library
Building Fund" to allow for the options of future library renovation,
addition, or new construction. RSA 35:16 (Requires 2/3 vote)
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, as proposed by the
Gale Library Trustees, the sum of $35,000.00 to be placed in the Capital
Reserve Fund called "The Gale Library Building Fund", or "Library Alterations
Fund", if article #8 above is defeated.
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
"This appropriation is in addition to Warrant Article #5,
the operating budget article .
"
10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, as proposed by the
Fire Chief, the sum of $800.00 to Seacoast Technical Assistance Response Team
in continuance of Newton's membership concerning HAZMAT.
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
"This appropriation is in addition to Warrant Article #5,
the operating budget article .
"
11. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, as proposed by the
Fire Chief, the sum of $5,500.00 for the purchase of Hose, Tank and Fittings
for equipping Newton's Fire Apparatus. (Per the Selectmen's Bid Policy)
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
"This appropriation is in addition to Warrant Article #5,
the operating budget article .
12. To see if the Town will vote to establish, as proposed by the Fire Chief,
a Capital Reserve Fund under the provisions of RSA 35:1 for the future
purchase of Fire Apparatus and Equipment and to raise and appropriate the sum
of $90,000.00 to be placed in this fund.
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
"This appropriation is in addition to Warrant Article #5,
the operating budget article."
13. To see if the Town will vote, as proposed by the Board of Selectmen, to
raise and appropriate the sum of $1,200.00 to survey land of Willow Grove
Cemetery on Whittier Street, located on Tax Map 006-13-001.
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
"This appropriation is in addition to Warrant Article #5,
the operating budget article."
14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$33,000.00 as proposed by the Board of Selectmen, to install a "Town Hall
Sprinkler System" and authorize the withdrawal of $15,000.00 plus accrued
interest from the Capital Reserve Fund created for that purpose. The balance
of $18,000.00 is to come from general taxation. (Per Selectmen's Bid Policy)
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
"This appropriation is in addition to Warrant Article #5,
the operating budget article."
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15. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$50,000.00/ as proposed by the Board of Selectmen, for the purpose of
upgrading the Newton Transfer Station per the Hydrological Report.
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
"This appropriation is in addition to Warrant Article #5,
the operating budget article .
"
16. To see if the Town will vote to rescind article #19 of the 1997 Town
Meeting, regarding the Uniform Drug & Alcohol Testing Policy.
17. To see if the Town will vote, as proposed by the Board of Selectmen, to
raise and appropriate the sum of $10,500.00 for the Uniform Drug and Alcohol
Testing Policy.
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN DO NOT RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
"This appropriation is in addition to Warrant Article #5,
the operating budget article .
18. To see if the Town will vote, as proposed by the Board of Selectmen, to
raise and appropriate the sum of $7,500.00 to be placed in the Expendable
General Fund Trust Fund known as the 250 Anniversary Celebration Fund, to be
used for this purpose.
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
"This appropriation is in addition to Warrant Article #5,
the operating budget article .
19. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$25,619.00 for the following Social Services:
SEACOAST HOSPICE 375.00
LAMPREY HEALTH CARE 1,600.00
RVNA-HOSPICE 5,678.00
DRUGS ARE DANGEROUS 2,000.00
PREVENTION OF CRUELTY TO ANIMALS (NHSPCA) 550.00
CHILD AND FAMILY SERVICES 650.00
RETIRED SENIOR VOLUNTEER PROGRAM 100.00
VIC GEARY CENTER 1,750.00
A SAFE PLACE 300.00
AREA HOMEMAKER HOME HEALTH 3,800.00
SEXUAL ASSAULT SUPPORT SERVICES 950.00
ROCKINGHAM COUNTY COMMUNITY ACTION 2,924.00
FAMILY MEDIATION & JUVENILE SERVICES 4,942.00
$25,(519.00
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
"This appropriation is in addition to Warrant Article #5,
the operating budget article . "
20. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $200.00
for social services provided by Aids Response Seacoast.
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
"This appropriation is in addition to Warrant Article #5,
the operating budget article .
"
21. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to
accept any dedicated street, only if the street corresponds in its location
and lines with a street shown on a subdivision plat or site plan approved by
the Planning Board, or on the official map, or on a street plat made and
adopted by the Board. (RSA 674:40-a)
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22. "Shall we modify the ELDERLY EXEMPTIONS from property tax in the Town of
Newton, based on assessed value, for qualified taxpayers, to be as
follows: for a person 65 years of age up to 75 years, $15,000; for a
person 75 years of age up to 80 years, $20,000; for a person 80 years of
age or older $25,000. To qualify, the person must have been a New
Hampshire resident for at least 5 years, own the real estate individually
or jointly, or if the real estate is owned by such person's spouse, they
must have been married for at least 5 years. In addition, the tax-payer
must have a net income of not more than $19,000.00 or, if married, a
combined net income of less than $28,000.00; and own net assets not in
excess of $35,000.00, excluding the value of the person's residence."
23. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$135,000.00 for the purchase of 47 acres of land, located on North Main
Street, known as the Busch Farm, and identified as Tax Map 010-10-002. To be
preserved as "Open Space" land. $40,000.00 will be withdrawn from the
Conservation Fund as an off set and $95,000.00 to come from general taxation.
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
"This appropriation is in addition to Warrant Article #5,
the operating budget article .
"
24. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, as proposed by the
Newton Police Chief, the sum of $20,000.00 for Capital Improvements to the
Newton Police Station, 2 Amesbury Road. (Per Selectmen's Bid Policy)
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
"This appropriation is in addition to Warrant Article #5,
the operating budget article .
25. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, as proposed by the
Police Chief, the sum of $18,000.00 to hire and establish a fifth Full-Time
Police Officer (currently funded by a Federal COPS-FAST Grant) , including all
fringe benefits to which said employee would regularly be entitled pursuant to
the Town's current Personnel Policy, said Police Officer to be hired in July,
1998.
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
"This appropriation is in addition to Warrant Article #5,
the operating budget article .
26. On a petition of 25 or more legal voters of the Town of Newton, to see if
the Town will vote to include all elected officials in "Cost Of Living
Raises".
27. On a petition of 25 or more legal voters of the Town of Newton, to see if
the Town will vote to keep the position of Town Clerk/Tax Collector combined
as one position.
28. On a petition of 25 or more legal voters of the Town of Newton, to see if
the Town will vote to continue to compensate the Town Clerk/Tax Collector in
the same manner that is in place at the present time. The Town Clerk/Tax
Collector currently is paid a salary of $9,000.00 per year, plus fee's paid by
the applicants at the time of the transaction.
29. "Shall the provisions for voting by official ballot on all issues before
the Town of Newton under RSA 40:13 be limited to election of officers and
certain other questions?" (Requires 3/5 vote)
30. On a petition of 25 or more legal voters of the Town of Newton, to see if
the Town will vote to direct the Selectmen to rescind their policy of allowing
Selectmen to receive their salary in advance of time served.
31. On a petition of 25 or more legal voters of the Town of Newton. Due to
the Town Health and or Dental Insurance increasing approximately 54.7% above
last year; to see if the Town will vote to require all town employees, who are
insured to increase their (the town employees) shared contribution from 18% to
25% in light of the increase.
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32. On a petition of 2% of the legal voters of the Town of Newton, to see if
the Town will vote to increase the number of the Board of Selectmen from three
(3) to five (5) at the current salary (which is $2,500.00 per year) under the
provisions of RSA 41:8b. To take effect next year.
33. On a petition of 25 or more legal voters of the Town of Newton, to see if
the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $27,000.00 for a new,
fully equipped Police Cruiser. (Per Selectmen's Bid Policy)
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN DO NOT RECOMMEND THIS ARTICLE
"This appropriation is in addition to Warrant Article #5,
the operating budget article .
"
34. On petition of 25 or more legal voters of the Town of Newton, to see if
the Town will vote to adopt a CODE OF ETHICS/CONFLICT OF INTEREST ORDINANCE
under the provisions of RSA 31:39-a, which defines and regulates such for
Newton officers and employees, whether elected or appointed (volunteers are
exempted from the ordinance) as follows:
NEWTON TOWN CODE OF ETHICS ORDINANCE
The Town of Newton, New Hampshire, pursuant to RSA 31:39-a ordains as follows:
TITLE :




Where government is based on the consent of the governed, every citizen
is entitled to have complete confidence in the integrity of that government.
Each local Officer/Employee of the Town, whether elected or appointed, paid
Or unpaid, including members of Town Boards, Commissions, Committees or
Agencies, (hereinafter referred to as "Town Officer") must earn and honor
that trust by his or her conduct in all official actions. The purpose of
this ordinance is to (a) ensure fair consideration of any application or
matter to be voted upon, and also to ensure the appearance of fair
consideration so as to maintain public confidence in the integrity of Town
government, and (b) ensure that Town Office not be used for personal gain or
advantage
.
In recognition of these principles, there is hereby established a Code of
Ethics Ordinance for all Town Officers/Employees.
Volunteers are not covered by this ordinance.
Section I. DEFINITIONS:
1.1 Official or Employee - any person serving in a public office or a
public body of the Town, whether paid or unpaid, appointed or
elected, full-time or part-time.
1.2 Public Body - office, department, commission, committee, agency or board
of the Town.
1.3 Interest - any privilege, profit, gain or advantage one stands to receive
if certain actions or events occur.
(a) Financial Interest - any interest which, either directly or
indirectly, promotes or obtains a monetary or material benefit
due to its exercise other than the authorized salary for public
service to the Town) to the official or employee, the immediate
family of the official or employee, or to anyone retaining the
services of the official or employee.
(b) Personal Interest - any interest created due to blood, marriage,
close business relationships, political associations, or household
residence (either relatives or live-in boyfriends or girlfriends)
regardless of whether or not a financial interest is involved.
(c) Immediate Family - immediate family encompasses spouses, dependents,
anyone residing in the person' s household and anyone who, by virtue
of blood or marriage, is such a direct relation as to be a parent,
child, grandparent, grandchild, brother, sister or in-law.
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(d) Pecuniary Interest - any advantage in the form of money, property,
commercial interest or anything else, the primary significance of
which is economic gain; it does not include economic advantage
applicable to the public generally, such as tax reductions or
increased prosperity generally.
D. Disclosure - the revelation of secretly known information that would either
bias or change the result of a municipal decision if not fully admitted.
Disclosure must be public and must be confirmed in writing. Where appropriate
and where time permits, disclosure is to be made to the Board of Selectmen,
both orally and in writing, before the public body with jurisdiction meets on
the matter.
E. Construction - the use of "he" or any other pronoun is to be considered a
neutral term, not designating a particular gender but applicable to all
persons in general.
Section II. FAIR AND EQUAL TREATMENT:
All municipal officials, employees and agents shall give each and every
person fair and equal treatment. No official, employee or agent shall give
any person special consideration, advantage or favor as a result of public
status, wealth, position, religious, family, personal or financial interest.
Section III. CONFLICTS OF INTEREST:
3.1 Financial and Personal Interest. No person serving in a public position
shall have, either for himself or for an immediate family member or for
any other person, any personal, financial or pecuniary interest in any
business, contract, or other transaction with any public body without the
complete prior disclosure to the Board of Selectmen showing the full
extent and nature of his interest.
3.2 Disclosure and Disqualification. No public official shall advise,
deliberate and/or vote on any matter in which he holds any interest,
whether it be personal, financial or pecuniary, and must publicly
disclose to the public body with jurisdiction the nature and extent of
that interest, and must disqualify himself from advising, deliberating
and/or voting on the matter.
3.3 Incompatible employment. No official or employee shall be active in
private employment with, or render services for, any private citizen,
immediate family member or household member having business contracts or
transactions with any public body unless and until he publicly and fully
discloses the nature and extend of his interest.
3.4 Representations of Private Persons. No person serving in a public
position shall represent any private citizen other than himself or an
immediate family member before any public body of the Town without
disclosure.
3.5 Gifts and Favors. No gifts, whether they be money, favors, things, loans
or promises, are to be accepted by any public official, employee or board
member while acting in his capacity as a public servant of the Town.
(a) Exceptions. Any discounts provided to a whole class which has been
appropriately authorized by the Board of Selectmen, and three other
exceptions: 1. Unsolicited advertising or promotional materials of
nominal intrinsic- value such as pens and calendars; 2. Awards for
meritorious civic service contributions; 3. Unsolicited consumable
(excepting alcoholic beverages) items that are donated to an entire
work group during holidays
.
(b) Election Contributions. This section shall not apply to election
contributions or other gifts given to any person running for public
office in accordance with applicable Federal and State law.
3.6 Confidential Information . No public official or employee shall disclose
any confidential information regarding any other official, employee,
board member, commission member, person, property or governmental affairs
of the Town unless and until prior approval by the public body having
jurisdiction or the Board of Selectmen permits disclosures.
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Regardless of whether disclosure is involved, no official or employee
shall allow or use any confidential information to advance his own
personal gain or that of any other person.
3. 7 Nepotism.
(a) Public Officials and Boards . No person serving in a public position
shall appoint or vote for appointment of any person in his/her
immediate family to any public position. If a proposed appointee is
a member of the immediate family of any Board Member that member
shall remove himself/herself completely from the appointment
process.
(b) Public Employment by Department Heads . When employing the members
of the immediate family, town public policy makes the appearance of
fairness and conformity with town policy mandatory. Thus, full time
employment of immediate family members shall not be approved if
another member would have the practical authority to appoint,
evaluate, supervise or discipline the other. If a need arises for
part time or seasonal employment by a department, then any proposal
to employ a member of the Department Head' s immediate family shall
be subject to prior approval by a majority of the Board of
Selectmen. The Selectmen and Department Heads shall insure that the
interest of the community and fairness to all seeking employment are
the primary considerations.
3.8 Voting. No town board or commission member, employee or authority is
permitted to vote on appointment of a person with or in whom he has a
personal or financial interest.
Section IV. CRIMINAL LIABILITY:
New Hampshire law provides that a person is guilty of a Class B felony if
he either offers or accepts a bribe while acting as a public servant. In
addition, a public servant may also be guilty of a Class B felony if he fails
to report any bribes offered him while in the course of public service.
CONDUCT OF NEWTON PUBLIC OFFICIALS
(a) Definition as used in this policy:
1. Town public official means an individual who is employed by




Public body means any Town governmental agency, board, body,
council, commission or department.
3. Interest means a direct, personal and pecuniary interest,
individually or on a client's behalf, in a matter which is
under consideration by the governmental body of which the
public official is a member.
4. Client means any individual or entity with which a public
official has a professional, contractual relationship.
(b) No Public Official shall:
1. participate in any hearing, debate, discussion or vote, or in
any manner otherwise attempt to influence the outcome of a
matter in which he or she has an interest;
2. utilize information obtained in such capacity for his or her
own personal benefit or that of his or her clients or the
clients of the organization with which the public official is
associated;
3. appear on behalf of a client before any governmental body of
which the public official is a member or whose members have
been appointed by the governmental body of which the public
official is a member;
4. accept anything of value from any person or organization when
the public official knows or reasonably should know that the
offer is for the purpose of influencing the public official's
actions or decisions;
5. use his or her official position to influence or to attempt to
influence any governmental body to act in favor of the public
official or the public official's clients or clients of the
organization with which the public official is associated.
6. Use town property or town labor for personal purposes.
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(c) Other individuals in the organization with which the public
official is associated may not appear on behalf of the clients
before the governmental body of which the public official is a
member, or any governmental body whose members have been appointed
by the body of which the public official is a member, unless the
public official publicly disqualifies himself or herself and
refrains from participation in the matter in accordance with
paragraph (b:l) of this policy, and otherwise conducts himself or
herself with respect to the matter in accordance with paragraph
(b) .
V. CHALLENGE PROCEDURE.
a. Any person may inquire into the possible conflict of interest of
any Town Official on any matter requiring official action,
stating the grounds for the inquiry.
b. Such challenged Town Official shall be obligated to inform the
person if any conflict of interest exists.
c. If the person making the inquiry is not satisfied with the
challenged Town Official's response, he may require the
presiding officer of the Town Board (in the case of a town
employee, "Town Board" shall mean the appointing board) to call
for a vote as to whether or not the challenged Town Official
shall be disqualified to take the official action. A majority
of the remaining Town Board Members, including alternates, shall
determine whether or not the challenged Town Official may be
allowed to take the official action.
VI. APPEAL PROCEEDINGS.
Appeals under this ordinance shall be governed by RSA 31:39-a.
VII. ORDINANCE PROVIDED TO TOWN OFFICIAL.
Upon taking his position, the Town Official, as defined above,
shall be furnished by the Town Clerk with a copy of this
Ordinance. Each such person shall sign a written
acknowledgement that he has been provided with such a copy. The
acknowledgement shall be filed by the Town Clerk with the Town
Official's appointment papers.
VIII. EFFECTIVE DATE.
This ordinance shall be effective as of the date of adoption by
the Newton Town Meeting. Notwithstanding the foregoing, this
ordinance shall exempt affected Town Officials who are in office
or employed by the Town at the time this ordinance is adopted for
a period of ninety (90) days, and shall remedy his situation so
as to comply with this ordinance.
Given under our hands and seal this 19th day of January in the year of our
Lord nineteen hundred and ninety eight.


























GENERAL GOVERNMENT xxxxxxxxx xpexxxxxx XXXXXXXXX 3CXiX3CXX2£X
4130-4139 Executive 68,200 71,837 ! 75,000
4140-4149 Election,Reg. £ Vital
Statistics 20,050 19,373 22,410
4150-4151 Financial Administration 54,360 48,690 56,971
4152 Revaluation of Property
4153 Legal Expense 20,000 23,386 25,000
4155-4159 Personnel Administration 38,661 38,464 44,297
4191-4193 Planning & Zoning 17,121 14,859 24,384
4194 General Government
Buildings 21,450 13,416 21,050
4195 Cemeteries 9,200 7,654 | 10,250
4196 insurance 71,000 80,045 75,000
4197 Advertising 6 Regional
Assoc. 1,000 803
4199 other General Government
PUBLIC SAFETY X5GSXX30CXX ^ijmmmm ! m®aim®£m iiimiWt
4210-4214 Police 246,183 213,127 295,750
4215-4219 Ambulance 23,000 23,000 23,000
4220-4229 Fire 95,068 82,629 96,900
4240-4249
& citric
Building Inspection Tncrw- 15,000 34,554 30,000 !
4290-4298 Emergency Management
1,200 226 1,200






xxxsxxx** I n xx iocxkXXJOUUt***
4301-4309 Airport Operation* /
HIGHWAYS & STREETS "eJ^h^W'^wWi^Mu^itii yyyyyyyYyxxxxxxxxx
4311 Administration
4311-4312 Admin. , Highways i Streets 260,650 212,457 271,450









4321-4323 Admin, c Solid Waste
collection
4324 solid waste Disposal 201,325 171,382 211,225
4325 Solid Waste Clean-up
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ELECTRIC Jfcj\J%&J%(j%Ji*&Jni mmx^m xxxxxxxxx J\J\*%Ji(J%;J%Jli ArA




4359 Other Electric Costs
HEALTH xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx XXXX#XXXX xxxxxxxxx
|
4411-4414 Admin, and Pest Control A QQ 7,200 6,058 7,400
4415-4419 Health Agencies t U





WELFARE iiiaiicliix xxxxxxxxx inniiiii s^Hi
4441-4442 Administration l Direct
Assistance 21,250 11,757 21,520
4444 Intergovernmental Welfare
Payments
4445-4449 Social Services 25,344 25,344
CULTURE &
RECREATION
W&&Z&M mmmxM : MHH ?|^5ntXXX
i
4520-4529 Paries 6 Recreation 25,200 22,251 27,000
4550-4559 Library
73,292 67,792 75,074
4583 Patriotic Purposes 850 674 850
4589 o**** Cable 2% 7,903 7,000
CONSERVATION
v.v.-AV.7.vWmw.™v.v5. rvvvvvvvv xxxxxxxxxXXXXXXXXX :%-y-V «1»I!VK)H
4611-4612 - Care of Trees
of Natural Resources 4,500 4,628 4,500
4619 other Conservation Com 3,600 3,297 3,975
4631-4632










Prlao.- Long Term Bonds 6
Notes
4721 Intereet-Long Term Bonds 6
Notes
|
4723 Interest on TANs 5,000 5,000
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4790-4799 Other Debt Service
CAPITAL OUTLAY xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx
4901 Land




I bee Attacnea bneetj
WARRANT ARTICLES 51,703 47,763 346,819
OPERATING TRANSFERS
OUT
xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XX ex
4912 To Special Revenue Fund
4913 To Capital Projects Fund




Town Hall Sprinkl er 15,000 15,000
4915 *^ftK rip #12 35,000 35,000 35,00090,000
4916 To Expendable Trust Funds
(except Health Maintenance
Trust Fund) 250th Anniv #18 2,500 2,500 7,500
4917 To Health Maintenance
Trust Fund
4918 To Nonexpendable Trust
Funds
4919 To Agency Funds
|
SUBTOTAL 1 1,513,310 1,362,883 1,977,525
If you have a line item of appropriations from more than one warrant article,





















1 SCBA Compressor (FD) 8 3,000 3,000 J
2 Seacoast Technical Team 9 801 801 Below I
3 Tanker 4 - Rehab 10 33,600 33,600
4 Librarv - Public Internet 6 3,052 1,958













18 1998 Warrant Articles 1998 Wi RRANT A RT ICLES
19
20 Lib. Assessmnt/Archi te'C-t #7 15,000
21 Seacoast Technical Team #10 Above Above 800
22 FD- HrKP. Tank. Fittings nx 5,500
23 Siirvpy Willow Grnvp Omptery #13 1,200
24
25
Code Enforcement Officer # 6 b,UUU
Town Hall Sprinkler Svstem #14 33,000
26
27
Transfer Station - UDarade #15 50,000
Uniform Drug & Alr.ohol Tpstina #17 10,500
28
29
Social Services #19 25,619
Aids ResDonse Seacoast #20 200
30 Purchase Busch Farm-47 Acres #23 135,000
31 r.sp. Tmprnvpmpnt - Pol Station *24 20,000
32
33
Fifth Full -Time Officpr #25 18,000



































TAXES xxxxxxxxx j»fciftt«fW./fc tew ifti3%;J%3lk xxxxxxxxx
3X20 Land Use Change Taxes 71,602 72,062 75,000
3180 Resident Taxes
3185 Yield Taxes 983 664 600
3186 Payment in Lieu of Taxes
3189 Other Taxes
3190 Interest 6 Penalties on Delinquent
Taxes 50,000 12,364 20,000
Inventory Penalties
LICENSES .PERMITS 6 PEES xxkxxxxxk xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
3210 Business Licenses t Permits 33,200 31,778 38,700
3220 Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 350,100 370,265 380,000 !
3230 Building Permits & Other InSPeC 15,000 36,460 30,000
3290 Other Licenses,Permits 4 Fees 3,600 3,694 3,750
3311-3319
COPS
PROM FEDERAL GOVERNMENT p^^j 23,000 17,080 10,000
PROM STATE XXX3HOEEXX xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
3351 Shared Revenues 23,988 23,988 23,988
3352 Meals & Rooms Tax Distribution 39,396 39,396 39,396
3353 Highway Block Grant 57,916 57,916 56,889
3354 water Pollution Grant
3355 Bousing & Community Development
3356 state i Federal Forest Land
Reimbursement
3357 Flood Control Reimbursement
3359
6 Ufl!
Other (Including Railroad Tax) Tv D/
>
if 2,732 2,774 2,800 |
3379 PROM OTHER GOVERNMENTS
CHARGES POR SERVICES *LAAA?\J±AJSkX. Je*wwww -.-.-.-. .-.-..V.VAW.VAV.SW.WWAV^ ixxxxxxxxx
3401-3406 Income from Departments 4,300 | 2,824 2,850
3409 other Charge.
L1brarv pd Ba] 5,500 5,500
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES xxxxxxxxx xxatxx&raac
3501 | sale of Municipal Property
n o 3,000
3502 I Interest on Investments 30,000 36,771 38,000
3503-3509 | OU»r ^^ ^ ^f^ 26,100 ! 29,255 25,250
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3912 Fran Special Revenue Funds
3913 From Capital Projects Funds






3915 From Capital Reserve Funds Spnnkl6r #15 15,000
3916 From Trust & Agency Funds CEM 2,800 2,737 2,700
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES 3&XXXXXXX 3C3QQ£3^3Q£3£ yxxxxxxxx
3934 Proc.from Long Term Bonds i Notes 740,217
Amounts VOTED From Fund
Balance ("Surplus")
Fund Balance ("Surplus")
to Reduce Taxes 192,000
932,217 745,528 767,923TOTAL REVENUES & CREDITS
••BUDGET SUMMARY**
(from page 3)
SUBTOTAL 2 Special warrant articles led (from page 4)
3 'Individual" warrant articles (from peg* «>
Appropriations
it of Estimated • Credits (from above)









Ralph E. Fellows, Selectman $ 2,500.00
Robert S. Donovan, Selectman 2,499.96
Deborah A. Elia, Selectman 1,822.93
Suzanne J. Ryan, Selectman 677.07
Nancy J. Wrigley,
Administrative Assistant $ 28,066.93
Joan A. Healey




Trustee of Trust Funds $ 500.00
NHMA Health Trust, Medical & Dental Ins. $ 4,699.08
Riendeau Printing Corp., Town Report 3,173.00
ETC, Town Report Mailing 745.84
Photo Stop 21.89
LHS Associates, Ballots 2,111.17
Suzanne J. Ryan, Reimbursement 46.05
Carriage Towne News, Ballot Inserts 163.07
Signature Duplicating Service 206.00
East Coast Office Machines, Equipment 2,000.00
TOTAL $71,837.20
Overdraft 3,637.20
Credits: Health Insurance Payroll Deduction $ 864.97
TOTAL CREDITS: 864.97
ELECTION, REGISTRATION & VITAL STATISTICS
Appropriation: $ 20,050.00
Expenditures:
Raymond D. Thayer, Town Clerk $ 2,000.00
Raymond D. Thayer, Travel Expense 14.70
Raymond D. Thayer, Town Clerk Fees 7,497.50
Mary M. Allen, Deputy Town Clerk 1,273.00
Kelly Light izer, Deputy Town Clerk 3.082.54
Cameron Office Products, Typewriter Contract 100.00
Complete Copier 306.00
Mitchell Security, Alarm Contract 50.00
N.H., State Treasurer, Vital Statistics 225.00
NYNEX, Telephone 651.81
Bell Atlantic, Telephone 381.07
A.T.&T., Telephone 61.31
N.H. City & Town Clerks Association, Dues 20.00
Phyllis Thompson, Seminar 16.00
Dept . of Agriculture, N.H., Dog License Fees 937.50
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Peter Luciano, Reimbursement 45.00
David Bisson, Travel Expense 4.80
Charles M. Rollins, Travel Expense 4.35
Andrea Condon, Dues 22.00
I IMC, Dues 85.00
D.J. Casey Paper, Office Supplies 64.94
Cameron Office Products, Office Supplies 54.24
National Market Reports, Manuals 164.00
Petty Cash 328.69
State of New Hampshire, Supplies 44.00
Reliable, Office Supplies 151.83
Postmaster, Newton, Postage 62.30
Elizabeth B. Leach, Supervisor of Checklist 243.42
Maria Roberts, Supervisor of Checklist 227.64
Myrtle B. Rogers, Supervisor of Checklist 171.81
Mary M. Allen, Ballot Clerk 106.52
Raymond D. Thayer, Town Clerk 197.25
Peter R. Luciano, Moderator 197.25
Marianne S. Pelletier, Ballot Clerk 193.31
Candace A. Luciano, Ballot Clerk 106.52
Michael P. Greeley 48.96
Richard A. Labell 62.60
Jeffrey Pike 27.42
Stephen Clark 36.56
Ralph E. Fellows, Selectman 106.52
TOTAL $ 19,373.36
Unexpended Balance 676.64
Credits: Telephone $ 73.42







Elizabeth G. Standing, Treasurer 6,200.00
Elizabeth G. Standing, Expenses 152.10
Nancy J. Wrigley, Deputy Treasurer 717.50
Nancy J. Wrigley, Expenses 13.59
Raymond D. Thayer, Tax Collector 7,000.00
Raymond D. Thayer, Expenses 14.70
Raymond D. Thayer, Tax Collector Fees 5,368.00
Kelly Light izer. Deputy Tax Collector 931.04
Petty Cash 979.24
N.H. Municipal Association, Dues & Seminars 1,270.38
Mitchell Security, Inc . , Alarm Contract 250.00
One Stop Business Center, Copier Contract, Supplies 942.83
Postmaster, Newton, N.H., Postage 964.73
Postmaster, Newton Jet, N.H., Postage 256.00
The Haverhill Gazette, Legal Advertising 213.18
Reliable, Office Supplies 262.54
Staples, Office Supplies 41.66
NYNEX, Telephone 1,064.68
A.T. & T, Telephone 180.89
Bell Atlantic, Telephone 621.69
Civil Construction Management, Tax Maps, Prints 1,752.00
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Rockingham County Newspapers, Legal Advertising
The Carriage Towne News, Legal Advertising
The Eagle Tribune, Legal Advertising
Rockingham Cty Registry Deeds, Copies, Recording Fees
Safeguard Business Systems, Payroll Supplies
Office of State Planning, Books-Board of Appeals
DacEasy, Member Support, Supplies
N.H. Tax Collector's Association, Dues, Workshop
N.H. Government of Finance Officers, Dues
U.S. Postal Service, Envelopes
Viking Office Products, Supplies
King Graphics, Office Supplies
Sylvania Wrenn, Computer Programming & Training
D.J Casey Paper, Supplies
N.H. Municipal Secretaries Association, Dues
Sam's Club, Membership, Supplies
Thomas M. Welch, Assessment Updates
Capitol Business Forms, Office Supplies
CMC Quick Print, Forms
Cameron Office Products, Typewriter Contract/Supplies
Vachon, Clukay, & Company, 1996 Audit
Avitar, Office Supplies
Michie, Office Supplies
Complete Copier, Office Supplies
NHAAO, Dues
Rockingham Planning Commission, Books
East Coast Office Machines, Copier, Supplies
Kimberly M. Kellogg, Reimbursement
Joan Healey, Reimbursement
Treasurer, State of N.H., Dues, Supplies
Sanborn Adult Enrichment Program, Class Fees
David E. Hall, Fee
Depositions Unlimited, Fee
Barbara Card, Board of Appeals-Salary







































Refunds: Postage, Telephone, Misc
Sale of Town Pamphlets
Excavation Registration
Sale of Sub-Division Regs.
Trailer Permit
Current Use Fees




















Appropriation: * $ 20,000.00
Expenditures
:
Sumner F. Kalman, Esq.
Charlton J. Swasey







*The following amounts included in the $20,000.00 appropriation for Legal Expenses
are shown in their own budget: $2,000.00 Planning Board
200.00 Board of Appeals
The $3,000.00 earmarked for the Cable Committee remains in this budget.




Family Bank of N.H., FICA $ 28,704.54
N.H. Retirement System 5,974.60
TOTAL $ 34,679.14
Unexpended Balance 1,381.86
Credits: Police Services - FICA $ 217.37






Compensation Funds of New Hampshire $ 3,785.09
TOTAL $ 3,785.09
Overdraft 1,185.09





Barbara Camm, Secretary $ 3,978.98
Barbara Camm, Reimbursement 51.96
NYNEX, Telephone 76.10
Bell Atlantic, Telephone 38.86
A.T.& T., Telephone 13.29
Rockingham Cty. Registry of Deeds, Recordings 422.00
The Haverhill Gazette, Legal Ads 505.98
N.H. Municipal Association, Lecture 60.00
Rockingham Planning Commission, Circuit Rider 4,620.00
Rockingham Planning Commission, Dues, Books 2,884.60
Rockingham Cty Conservation Dist., Consultant Fees 742.50
Rockingham Cty. Registry of Deeds, Consultant Fees 63.00
Donahue, Tucker, & Ciandella, Legal Fees 221.00
Xerox Corporation, Copier Contract 49.00
Petty Cash 686.78
Sam's Club, Office Supplies 57.48
Staples, Office Supplies 194.99
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Postmaster, Newton, Postage 192.71
TOTAL $ 14,859.23
Unexpended Balance 2,261.77






David G. Bisson $ 1,177.91
Charles M. Rollins 320.15
Petty Cash 7.83
Clean-Right Janitorial Services 465.00
Aztec Cleaning 1,636.90
Old Kerry Beverage, Water 100.00
Duston Oil Company, Oil 1,602.06
Exeter & Hampton Electric Company 2,013.02
Gordon Whitford, Repairs 450.00
William Baker, Repairs 84.00
Harold's Locksmith, Locks & Keys, Repairs 564.75
Duston Oil Company, Repairs, Boiler 1,296.17
Don's Electric, Repairs 88.00
Treasurer, State of N.H., Inspection 75.00
LaVallee Landscaping 1,800.13
Smith's Fire Equipment, Extinguisher Inspection 10.00
Pete's Sewer Service, Septic Tank Pump Fee 100.00
Gordon's Army/Navy Store, Supplies 30.00
Bound Tree Company, Equipment 70.80
Sam's Club, Paper Goods & Supplies 97.96
Viking Office Products, Supplies 439.99
Baron's, Air Conditioners 798.00
Wright Alarm 160.00





Trustee of Trust Fund Credit - 1996 $ 2,794.32
Trustee of Trust Fund Credit - 1997 2,736.88
Expenditures
Mears Tractor, Lawnmower $ 389.00
Newton Supply, Oil & Equipment 29.82
Kevin Chabot, Reimbursement 6.36
McKinney Artesian Well, Equipment 116.50
Keith A. Bisson
Labor 1,722.05










Equipment 10 . 00
Kevin Chabot, Labor 820.49
Michael Bisson, Labor 40.45
Elizabeth Bisson, Labor 679.39
Sandra Bisson, Labor 648.90
Jacqueline Curtis, Labor 78.76
Raymond D. Thayer, Recordkeeping 200.00
TOTAL $ 7 , 654 . 35
Unexpended Balance 1,545.65






The Insurance Exchange $ 1,517.00
N.H.M.A. Property Liability Ins. Trust 26,275.00
Liberty Mutual Insurance Company 43,303.00
Compensation Funds of N.H. 43.50
George P. Moulaison, Cruiser Damage 663.35
Sign Designs, Cruiser Damage 125.00
Gall's Inc., Cruiser Damage 96.98
McFar land Ford, Cruiser Damage 8,020.78
TOTAL $ 80,044.61
Overdraft 9,044.61
Credits: Prop. Liability Ins. Trust Dividend $ 3,550.82
N.H.M.A. PLIT, Cruiser Damage 9,660.98






Michael A. Licata, Mileage $ 14.25
George P. Moulaison & Son, Vehicle Maintenance 5,235.41
Petty Cash 468.14
Michie, Office Supplies, Books 438.57
One Stop Business Centers, Copier Contract & Suppl. 531.55
NHMA Health Trust, Medical Insurance 3,759.63
NHMA Health Trust, Dental Insurance 433.83
A.T. & T., Telephone 369.07
NYNEX, Telephone 2,222.35
Bell Atlantic, Telephone 1,072.98
Old Kerry Beverage, Water 120.00
Exeter & Hampton Electric Company 1,745.73
Photo Stop, Inc. Film Developing & Supplies 25.38
Treasurer, State of N.H., Radar Check 172.32
Newton Supply, Equipment Supplies 3.69
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Duston Oil Company, Inc., Oil
Duston Oil Company, Inc., Repairs
Smith's Fire Equipment, Fees
Route 108 General Store, Gas
Estabrook's Garage, Gas
Postmaster, Town of Newton, Stamps
Neptune, Inc., Uniforms, Equipment Supplies
Cameron Office Products, Typewriter Contract
Gall's, Equipment Supplies
Viking Office Products, Office Supplies
N.H. Association of Chiefs of Police, Dues
2 Way Communication Service, Radio Repair
Cellularone
The Car Phone Store
MobileComm, Pager & Service
Andrew Miville, Reimbursement
Merrimack Valley Security, Monitoring Fee
Andrew Theriault, Reimbursement
Glock Inc., Ammunition, Training
Plaistow Police Department, Identi-Kit Rental
Shooting Sports Supply, Ammunition
Rockingham Cty Chiefs of Police Association,
Psychotherapy Associates, Evaluations
Mt . Washington Hotel & Resort, Seminar
LaVallee Landscaping
Union Flag Company, Flags
IACP, Seminar/Dues
Exeter Hospital, Hepatitus B Vaccinations
Treasurer, State of N.H., Office Supplies
Career-Track




Sam' Club, Supplies, Membership
Calendars, Office Supplies
Myron Manufacturing, Office Supplies
Quinlan Publishing Company
Rockingham Cty Law Enforcement
Sylvania Wrenn, Office Expense






Newton Chevrolet, Cruiser Maintenance
McFarland Ford, Cruiser Maintenance
Polaroid Customer Care Center
Trade Mark Direct, Equipment Supplies
ToxTrap, Equipment Supplies
















































































































































Richard A. Labell, Lieutenant
Mark A. Marino, Sergeant
Christopher J. Vynorius, Corporal























Seacoast Chief Fire Officers Association, Dues
Ce 1 lularone , Te lephone
Newton Fire & Safety Equipment, Equipment
National Fire Protection Assn. , Dues & Literature
NYNEX, Telephone
A.T. & T. , Telephone
Bell Atlantic, Telephone
Engine Service, Preventive Maintenance/Repair
Nanco, Medical Supplies
Conway Associates, Inc., Equipment
Clean-Right Janitorial Services
Aztec Cleaning
Newton Supply, Equipment Supplies
Artemus J.W. Packard, M.D., Physicals
Dust in Oil Company
Exeter & Hamption Electric Company
Route 108 General Store, Gas, Supplies
Estabrook's Garage, Gas























Our Designs/ Clothing 10.40
Gordon's Army & Navy, Protective Clothing 153.00
Golden Rule, Protective Clothing 299.32
Ben's Uniforms, Protective Clothing 52.00
Cozy Cleaners 63.00
2 Way Communications, Radio Equipment/Repair 813.45
Senter Auto Supply, Vehicle Supplies 911.18
Interstate Communications, Radio Repairs, Supplies 361.25
Exeter Hospital, Training & Hepatitus B 438.00
Interstate Emergency, Training/Seminars 102.00
Foremost Fire Promotions, Fire Prevention Materials 276.91
Dale Putnam, Reimbursement 197.28
John Lovett, Training 100.00
Exeter Hospital, Training 575.00
Laura Laubner, Reimbursement 341.50
Bound Tree, Medical Equipment 1,332.29
BCI International, First Aid Supply 172.50
The Fire Barn, Equipment 321.84
Sam's Club, Supplies 318.98
Fire Tech & Safety, Equipment & Repairs 70.35
Smith's Fire Equipment, Extinguisher Inspection 188.75
Greenwood Fire Apparatus, Equipment 758.49
One Stop* Business Products, Office Supplies 136.50
H.J. Fort in, Equipment 46.52
The Eagle Tribune, Legal Advertising 74.48
Ralph Feole, Fees 575.00
Auto Cafe Vending 40.85
Alert-All Corporation, Fire Prevention Materials 197.00
LaVallee Landscaping 831.50
ArcSource, First Aid Supplies/Equipment 358.96
PhysioControl, First Aid Supplies/Equipment 485.40
Dixie, USA, First Aid Supplies, Equipment Purchase 83.08
Lab Safety Supp>ly, Inc. 70.15
TCS Communications, Radio Repairs 73.07
Auto Electric Service, Vehicle Repairs 452.26
Fertig-March, Equipment Purchase 64.94
Sunset Printing, Equipment Supplies 196.71
New England Barricade, Equipment Supplies 28.50
Chief Supply, Inc., Equipment Purchase 83.20
Seton Name Plate Co., Equipment Supplies 396.30
Beacon Electrical Sales 150.99
LJM Service, Equipment Purchase 60.10
Firesoft, Subscription 39.60
John E. Bertogli, EMT-1, Training Expense 1,363.00
Newton Jet. Variety Store, Supplies 179.78
David A. Baker, Fire Warden 236.92
David A. Baker, Expenses 319.23
David A. Baker, Administration 3,784.89
William E. Ingalls, Fire Warden 101.51
William E. Ingalls, Administration 1,545.85
Roland D. Estabrook, Fire Warden 328.00
Edward Hilton, Fire Warden 70.00
Ralph E. Estabrook, Fire Warden 266.00
John Owens, Fire Warden 64.00
Laura Laubner, Secretary 2,438.02



























































































$ 225 . 97
974.03
BUILDING & OTHER INSPECTIONS
Appropriation:
Expenditures:
Gordon J. Whitford, Co-Building Inspector
Donald Kizirian, Co-Building Inspector
William A. Baker, Co-Building Inspector
Dewey A. Bowley, Driveway Permits
William E. Ingalls, Heating System Permits
MobileComm, Pager & Service
National Fire Protection Association, Manual;
State of New Hampshire, Fee
King Graphics, Forms
Reliable, Office Supplies




































































TOWN MAINTENANCE - Summer
Appropriation:
Credit: Highway Block Grant - 1996
Expenditures
:
Bardon Trimount, Inc., Cold Patch
N.E. Barricade Corp. , Signs
Barrett Paving, Cold Patch





Laval lee Landscaping, Mowing
MobileComm, Pager & Service
Dewey A. Bowley, Equipment










Granite State Minerals, Salt
Roadstone , Sand
Adam J. Mazur, Jr., Constr., Sand
Dewey A. Bowley, Equipment
Dewey A. Bowley, Labor






























Audie L. West, Plowing
Estabrook's Garage, Plowing
James M. Benjamin, Plowing
George Hamor, Plowing






























SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL AREA
Appropr iat ion $201,325.00
Expenditures
:
Audie L. West, Custodian
Audie L. West, Plowing
David G. Bisson, Labor
Charles M. Rollins, Labor
Charles M. Rollins, Mowing
Keith Bisson, Plowing
NHMA Health Trust, Medical Insurance
NHMA Health Trust, Dental Insurance
C & J Trucking, Hauling & Disposal Services
NYNEX, Telephone
Bell Atlantic, Telephone
A.T. & T. , Telephone
Exeter & Hampton Electric Company
Gibbs Construction Inc., Dozer
Triangle Portable Services, Portable Toilet
Don's Electric, Repair
Four Seasons Fence Co., Fencing
East Coast Office Machines, Equipment
Treasurer, State of N.H., Training Fees





































































Appropr iat ion $ 8,500.00
Expenditures










Special Appropriation: $ 2,000.00
Expenditure
:





Special Appropriation: $ 375.00
Expenditure:




CHILD & FAMILY SERVICES
Special Appropriation: $ 650.00
Expenditure
:






Special Appropriation: $ 1,300.00
Expenditure:
Lamprey Health Care $ 1,300.00
TOTAL $ 1 , 300 . 00
Unexpended Balance
ROCKINGHAM VISITING NURSE ASSOCIATION & HOSPICE
Special Appropriation: $ 5,678.00
Expenditure
:







Karen Conti, Welfare Administrator $ 6,215.00
Connie Smith, Deputy Welfare Administrator 951.37
N.H. Local Welfare Administration, Dues 25.00
NYNEX, Telephone 119.11
Bell Atlantic, Telephone 1.02







Credits: Reimbursements $ 613.44
TOTAL CREDITS: 613.44
VIC GEARY CENTER
Special Appropriation: $ 1,500.00
Expenditure:
Vic Geary Center $ 1,500.00




Special Appropriation: $ 300.00
Expenditure:
A Safe Place $ 300.00
TOTAL $ 300 . 00
Unexpended Balance
AREA HOMEMAKER HOME HEALTH AIDE
Special Appropriation: $ 3,500.00
Expenditure
:
Area Homemaker Home Health Aide $ 3,500.00
TOTAL $ 3 , 500 . 00
Unexpended Balance
SEXUAL ASSAULT SUPPORT SERVICES
Special Appropriation: $ 950.00
Expenditure
Sexual Assault Support Services $ 950.00
TOTAL $ 950 . 00
Unexpended Balance
ROCKINGHAM COUNTY COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAM
Special Appropriation: $ 3,499.00
Expenditure:
Rockingham County Community Action Program $ 3,499.00
TOTAL $ 3,499.00
Unexpended Balance
FAMILY MEDIATION & JUVENILE SERVICES
Special Appropriation: $ 4,942.00
Expenditure:














Triangle Portable Services, Portable Toilets $ 1,280.40
Exeter & Hampton Electric 460.46
NYNEX, Telephone 76.12
Bell Atlantic, Telephone 38.86
A.T. & T., Telephone 13.36
Staples, Equipment & Supplies 76.66
Sam's Club, Equipment & Supplies 57.49
Richard Russell, Reimbursement 1,842.37
N.H.D.E.S., Water Test 27.00
Petty Cash 89.10
American Red Cross, Safety Course/Training 40.00
Bruce Transportation 340.00
Susan Lemaire, Reimbursement 400.00
Andrea LeBlanc, Secretary 1,493.92
Xerox Corporation, Copier Contract 25.00
Reliable, Office Supplies 18.42
Newton Boyscout Troop #91 400.00
Sanborn Regional School District 228.92
Dick Delaney, Reimbursement 200.00
Linda Fader, Reimbursement 418.18
Hill's Lawn Service, Grounds Maintenance 3,627.50
Newton Supply, Equipment Purchase 3.89
J.L. Gilchrist, Equipment Repair 450.00
P&T Financial Services, Dumpster 960.48
North Shore Music, Field Trip Expenses 180.00
All-Disc Entertainment, Field Trip Expenses 250.00
Matt McElroy, Reimbursement 175.00
Stephen A. Suraci, Reimbursement 89.61





John C. Pomykato 403.75








Appropr iat ion $ 850.00
Expenditures
:
Newton Greenhouse, Flower Baskets
Osco Drug, Parade Expenses
Union Flag Company, Flags
Shaw's of Plaistow, Supplies-Parade
Sanborn Regional High School-Parade Band
Demoulas Supermarket, Supplies
















NEWTON COMMUNITY ACCESS TELEVISION



























































State Line Supply, Trail Maintenance
Xerox Corporation, Copier Contract
Wetlands Preservations Board, Consultant Fees
Andrea LeBlanc, Secretary









































$ 1 , 000 . 00
197.27
93




















*Bell Telephone expenditures of $439.30 are included in the Gale Library
Treasurer's Report
DRY HYDRANTS - FD






RESPONSE TEAM - FD
Special Appropriation:
Expenditure
Seacoast Chief Fire Officers Assn.
TOTAL
Unexpended Balance




Trustee of Trust Funds
TOTAL
Unexpended Balance
CAPITAL RESERVE - TOWN HALL SPRINKLER SYSTEM
Special Appropriation:
Expenditure:
















250th ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION FUND-EXPENDABLE GENERAL FUND TRUST FUND
Special Appropriation: $ 2,500.00
Expenditure:





EQUIP & COMPUTERIZE SELECTMEN'S ASSESSING OFFICE & TAX COLLECTOR'S OFFICE























NOTE: As of October 1, 1997, the Harris Trust Fund has approximately
$13,000.00 available.
1997 ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
Conway Associates - FD
United Divers - FD
Newton Fire & Safety - FD 0B
C & J Trucking - SWDA









LIBRARY EXPENSES BY PAYEE - 1997
January 1, 1997 throuth December 31, 1997



















CIVIL CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT, INC.
CLEAN-RIGHT JANITORIAL SERVICE













EXETER & HAMPTON ELECTRIC CO.
FACTS ON FILE
G & E SECURITY
GAYLORD BROTHERS






































































































REED ELSEVIER NEW PROVIDENCE














THE H.W. WILSON CO.
THE MILLBROOK PRESS









































































Report of the Chief of Police
For the first time in the history of the Newton Police Department, the residents of the Town of
Newton were asked, via a public survey, for their opinions and input on the performance and
future direction of the Police Department. Once again, I wish to thank the citizens who served
on the Survey Committee. Appreciation is also extended to all the residents who took time
from their busy schedules to complete the survey form. The results indicated that more than
80% of the respondents were happy with the services performed by the Newton Police
Department. I was particularly pleased to see areas where the Department can improve. The
concern over speeding traffic is one area which requires our constant attention.
The Department had a particularly difficult year in 1997, as we were forced to function with
two key positions left unfilled. Consequently, criminal arrests are down significantly from last
year. We were also unable to conduct as many citizen meetings as we would have liked. It
speaks well to the level of dedication of our police officers who did participate in Newton Day,
Memorial Day festivities, school Anger Group meetings, fraud information talks for senior
citizens, a student assembly at Sanborn Regional High School to educate them on new laws
affecting their driving privileges, Halloween candy program, a parents' seminar, and safety
talks with children.
This past year found the Department once again working closely with the New Hampshire
Drug Task Force and other police agencies in dealing with the menace of illegal drugs. This
joint cooperation led to arrests for possession as well as sales. Unfortunately, the issue of drug
abuse will not go away until we educate the citizens in the dangers associated with this
activity, and aggressively prosecute the people involved in the use, manufacture, and sale of
illegal substances. We as a community must send a strong signal that this type of behavior will
not be tolerated. The Police Department will assume a leadership role in this endeavor by
continuing our efforts in the D.A.R.E. Program; however, it is the duty of parents and all
responsible citizens to take an active role in this fight to protect our young people. Newton
needs people to step up and establish integrity and values indicating substance abuse and
violence are wrong. As a community, it is important to return to our moral principles and do
the right thing, simply because it is the right thing to do.
The members of the Police Department realize that we have our work cut out for us. Please
show your support for our efforts when you vote at Town Meeting.
Finally, I would like to thank the Board of Selectmen and fellow town employees for their
assistance and cooperation, the Fire Chief and members of the Fire Department for their
mutual respect and professionalism, and the police agencies of the surrounding towns for their
assistance and support. Above all, my sincere appreciation is extended to the men and women
of the Newton Police Department for their consistent dedication and hard work, and to you,






ARRESTS MISCELLANEOUS CALLS FOR SERVICE
DWI (Drunk Driving) 16 Abandoned Vehicle 11
Other Motor Vehicle Offenses 28 Alarm 105
Criminal 43 Alcohol Related 18
Alcohol Related 20 Animal Complaint 106
Protective Custody 27 Assist Other Agency/Mutual Aid 335
Drug Related 29 Assist Motorist 36
Juvenile Petition _22 Burning, Illegal 4
Civil Dispute 20
Total 185 Civil Standby 19
Death, Unattended 1
Domestic Dispute 61
CRIMES AGAINST PERSONS Drug Related 7
Assault 12 Fight/Disturbance 15
Attempted Abduction 1 Fireworks Complaint 4
Attempted Suicide 15 Fugitive From Justice 1
Criminal Threatening 10 Juvenile Problem 123
Harassment/Obscene Call 34 Littering 6
Sex Offense 5 Lockout 19
Drug Related 7 Mail Tampering 2
Alcohol Related 18 Medical Call 124
Missing Person 17
Total 102 Neighbor Dispute 21
Noise/Loud Party 42
OHRV Complaint 17
CRIMES AGAINST PROPERTY Open Door/Window 19
Arson 1 Property Lost 29
Attempted Burglary 1 Property Recovered 25
Auto Theft 1 Shoplifting 3
Bad Check 13 Speeding Vehicle Complaint 24
Burglary 3 Suspicious Circumstance 79
Criminal Mischief 40 Suspicious Vehicle 93
Criminal Trespass 6 Tree/Wires Down 24
Forgery 2 Vacation Watch 89O J
Fraud 1 Vehicle Miscellaneous 52



















Miles Patrolled: 94,836 Total 2042
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FIRE DEPARTMENT
We received our rehabbed Tanker 4 in November 1997, the rehab included new
front pump protector, pump test and adjustments, new leaf springs, new
aluminum body and Poly tank. The project completion cost was about
$35,000.00, New cost estimated would have been $135,000.00.
The next expected replacement will be E-l in 1999. This truck can not be
rehabbed because of gasoline engine hydraulic brakes and extensive rust to
other components and small pump capacity.
After E-l, the next replacement/rehab will be the year 2013. In this
fourteen-year period, it would be a good time to have a building program.
Fire Department Emergency Number is now 911.
The Fire Department is requesting you display your house number.
time!
STATISTICS - 1997
162 Spill, Leak, No Fire 2
16 Lockout 1
2 Water Evacuation 1
5 Service Call Unci. 4
3 Good Intent Call Unci. 9
10 Controlled Burning 3
20 Hazardous Cond. Unci. 1
5 Unintentional Call 2
4 Malic. /Mischiev. Call 1
4 Smoke, Odor Removal 9
7 Rescue Unci. 1









Structure (inc. chimney fires)
System Malfunction
Cover Assignment






Direct Property Loss (Approximately)
Total Number Oil Burner Permits Issued








The purpose of the Newton Firefighters Association (NFFA) is to support the
fire department and the community needs. Membership is open to all
firefighters and their spouses.
Over the past several years, the NFFA has donated several items to the fire
department. This year is no exception. The following is a list of items that
were donated this year:
Roll a round tool box for each station.
Pressure washer for washing fire apparatus.
Display cabinets for trophies and awards.
2-way Motorola radio
Fire prevention literature for the students at Memorial School.
Mechanic tool set for each station.
The upstairs meeting room at the Central Fire Station had a makeover this
year. I would like to thank Ed's Carpet of Plaistow for donating a wall to







There are 20 members of the fire department who are trained in emergency
medical care. We have 12 First Responders, 6 Emergency Medical Technicians,
and 2 Emergency Medical Technicians Intermediate.
Some of the training that was conducted included ice and water rescue,
pediatric emergencies, cardiac and respiratory management. Members
participated in Newton Day by demonstrating the "Jaws of Life".
In August, the Rescue Squad held a joint training with South Hampton Fire
Department involving a motor vehicle accident between a fire truck and a car.
We had to use the jaws to extricate several victims from the car and treat
the firefighters trapped in the fire truck.
Also in August, the squad started EMS duty for nighttime calls. Members sign
up for particular nights to respond to medical aid calls. This has worked
quite well.
In October members participated in merit badge rally at Lone Tree Scout





Cardiac Arrest 1 Back Pain 14
Chest Pain/Difficult Breathing 33 Vomiting 2
Cardiovascular Accident 1 General Weakness 14
Trauma 4 Dizziness 6
Overdose 8 Headache 1
Diabetic Reaction 9 Assault 10
Allergic Reaction 2 Burns 2
OB-GYN 3 Nose Bleed 1
Fractures 7 Behavioral 10
Lacerations 18 Abdominal Pain 7
Asthma 3 Lost Person 1
Falls 23 Patient Refusals 18
Seizures 3 Motor Vehicle Accidents 16
Total Medical Calls 162
Motor Vehicle Accident Patients 27
Respectfully submitted,




Libraries today are charged with a variety of functions. Among the most
important are providing service and information. So, while you may encounter
peace and quiet when you enter the Gale Library, the staff and trustees are
spending countless hours planning for the future and managing what we have to
bring you the service and information you expect from your local public
library.
Two issues facing Gale Library and many libraries in New Hampshire are
technology and space. Our automated circulation and catalog systems and
public computer workstations are three years old. The need to maintain and
upgrade these systems is one of our behind-the-scenes activities.
On the positive side, the library realized its goal of providing Internet
access to the public during 1997. Thanks to funding from the voters, the
Internet workstation has a state-of-the-art computer and printer. The library
is fortunate to be receiving free monthly dial-up access from a local Internet
service provider, which helps lower costs. We invite residents to surf the
Web at the Gale Library.
Throughout the year, the Space Needs Committee for the Gale Library met. As
part of its study, the committee surveyed residents about their library
preferences, visited nearby facilities, had the library property surveyed, and
began working with a Building Consultant. As the committee begins to look at
specific ways to solve the library's space problems, we hope residents will
join in the discussion and let their thoughts be known.
In review, it was a busy and productive year at the library. Circulation of
books and materials increased by 12% over 1996. Library programs for children
and adults had good attendance. More and more, however, events for children
must be held off-site because of limited space at the library. New museum
passes, provided by the Friends of the Gale Library, have been popular with
residents and help expand our cultural horizons.
The Friends also brought us a little closer to "home" by revitalizing "Newton
Day." Many community groups, individuals and organizations participated to
make this event fun-filled and spirited, with entertainment, games and food
for all. We hope to see you at Newton Day '98!
The Trustees and Staff appreciate the many volunteers and supporters who help
the library in so many ways. Whether you shelve books or donate cassettes,
talk to a group about space exploration, or bake cookies for a library event,
your talents are vital to the library's success.
We along with staff members Elizabeth Standing, Ruth Bragg, Theresa Caswell,
Lisa Fortin and Jean Constantineau, invite you to visit the Gale Library many
times this coming year.
Respectfully submitted,
Susan Rice Diane M. Sousa

























Usage-Equipment, Passes, Misc: 344
Public Internet Use 56
Museum Pass Use 64





Total Circulation and Usage: 24,344
Books & Audiovisual Materials Added, 1997:
Books and Materials Discarded, 1997














Books Borrowed: Interlibrary/N . H . State Library
Books Loaned: To Other New Hampshire Libraries
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Programs Presented in 1997: Total Attendance: 1,875
Story Hours Stories in the Park Book Review Circle
Little Red Wagon Open House/Art Exhibit First Graders' Day
Angel Tree "Curious Creatures "Juggling Giant"
Summer Reading Programs :
Space Crafts "Satellites in Space' Star-Gazing Alien Space Party
Professional Advancement: Library 501 Diane Sousa
Library 550 Diane Sousa
Library 550 Debra Hiett Meetings Attended: 53
Library Fine Funds :
Balance January 1, 1997
Fine Funds Received
Spent on Media










The Board of Appeals met monthly and heard ten (10) appeals for variances from
the Town's Zoning Ordinances. One appeal was denied and nine were granted.
Any Newton resident can request a hearing regarding an appeal for a variance
from a zoning ordinance or for an administrative decision made by the town.
You must file an application for appeal with the Board and it will take 3-4
weeks for a scheduled hearing after receipt of the application.
The Board of Appeals meets on the third Tuesday of each month at 7:30 PM in
the Newton Town Hall. The public is welcome to attend.
Respectfully submitted,






Dogs Returned to Owners
Dogs Placed in New Homes
Dogs Destroyed









Cats Returned to Owners
Cats Placed in New Homes
Cats Destroyed
Cats Killed by Automobiles
Additional Animals Destroyed
Dead Animals Picked up and Disposed of:
(Skunks, Raccoons, Rabbits, Foxes,
Opossums, Bats, etc.)
Number of Dogs Licensed in 1997
Funds Collected For 1997 Dog Licenses















The board held 18 meetings in 1997. At the April 29 meeting the board elected Allen Taylor
as Chairman; Ann Byers as Vice Chairman, and Jennifer Gaines as Treasurer.
During the spring and summer, the board put out a public request for residents interested
in serving as alternates; unfortunately, there was no response, and the three open positions remain
unfilled. In addition, an elected member resigned from the board in October 1997 with two years
remaining in his term.
The work of the planning board determines the future appearance, function, and livability
of our town -- we desperately need concerned citizens willing to do the work of planning our town's
future! In addition to the need for regular members of the planning board, there is also a need for
citizens to help update our Master Plan, which is now nearly twelve years old, and to create a
Capital Improvements Plan. Without an updated Master Plan and a Capital Improvements Plan,
the planning board is powerless to enact certain powerful legal controls (e.g., Impact Fees under
RSA 674:21 (V), or Growth Management under RSA 674:22) to help us deal with rapid development
in our town and school district.
In September, the board applied for and was awarded a grant from the Rockingham
Planning Commission for an additional $2000 of Circuit Rider services for the purpose of updating
our subdivision regulations. This work is currently in progress; we expect to have the revisions
completed by April 1998.
The Planning Board holds its regular meetings at 7:30pm in Town Hall: on the second and
fourth Tuesdays (October through April) and second Tuesdays only (May through September).
Additional meetings are scheduled if required. Public notices are posted at Town Hall and the
Newton and Newton Junction Post Offices.
Respectfully submitted,
Allen Taylor, Chairman
Planning Board Actions -- 1997
Lot Line Adjustments
Name Locator* Dec^kHt Date
Toomey N Main St approved 3/97
Simili Wilders Grove denied 3/25
MacDermott Whittier St. Ext. approved 8/12
Grossman Smith Corner Rd. approved 8/12
Chase Estates - cemetery Hunter's Way approved 9/9
Chase Estates - brook Williamine Drive approved 9/9
Hoyt Ashley Drive approved 9/9
Father & Son Realty Ashley Drive approved 11/14
Griggs Highland Street pending —
Mastroianni Thornell Road pending —
Site Plan Reviews
"Name ' Vl3O©8$0ft\'- Oeotskm -v. Date ,-:
Jennifer Realty Trust / Leo's Victory Fuels 191 South Main Street pending —
Three Branches Lumber Plaistow town line @ RR tracks approved 11/14
Subdivisions
l#me kocaioft Dedskm ^ l;-Wm:iM» : ^.,. [ &m :
St. Jean Smith Corner Road approved 2 3/25
Reynolds Thornell Road approved 2 5/20
Day Bartlett Street appr"d/cond'l 9 8/12
Martinonis Smith Corner Road denied (2) 7/8
George Whittier St. Ext. approved 2 8/12
BrennerfPeaslee Hills" Peaslee Crossing Rd denied (23) 11/14
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CONSERVATION COMMISSION
The Conservation Commission is comprised of volunteers appointed by the
Selectmen. We have six members, three alternates, and one Selectman "EX
Officio" representative. Our mission is to protect the natural resources of
the community. We meet on the first, third, and when occurring fifth,
Thursdays of the month. The meetings are held in the rear of Town Hall at 7:30
PM and are open to the public. Anyone interested is invited to attend.
The activities of the Commission for 1997 could be summed up with the word
"pipeline". Although this project was originally planned to be on-line by the
fall of 1997 numerous delays have moved the date out to 1998. The impact to
Newton from the four plus miles of pipeline right of way can not be
understated. The Commission read through thousands of pages of documents
sifting out references to Newton and checking this data for accuracy. We
didn't like what we found. There were too many errors, too much missing
information, and too little concern for the natural resources of Newton.
Attempting to have some impact on this disregard for Newton we submitted
written and oral testimony to the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission on
issues controlled by them. Dissatisfied with the lack of response from the
pipeline companies we enlisted the help of the State Attorney General's Office.
With the help of the Counsel for the Public division of the AG's Office we
testified before the New Hampshire Energy Facility Site Evaluation Committee on
two occasions.
We found having any impact on a project this large, which is being mostly
controlled from Washington, was an uphill battle. However, our effort, coupled
with that of concerned citizens, was greater than all the other effected towns
combined. Because of this we were able to have some small positive impact.
This coming year's construction will be a challenge for us to monitor. We will
need everyone's help.
With development in Newton growing at an alarming pace, we felt we should
provide the townspeople with an opportunity to preserve some open space while
at the same time creating an area everyone can use to enjoy the outdoors. We
hope the voters will agree with us and take advantage of this opportunity.
Taking about 45 acres away from potential development would have a long-term
beneficial effect on the town.
If you have any questions or ideas for the Conservation Commission, please let
us hear from you.
Respectfully submitted,
Stephen M. Cushing, Chairman
ARTICLE 3 OF THE
WILL OF EMMA GALE HARRIS
"For the benefit of my native Town of Newton, Rockingham County, New
Hampshire, I give and bequeath to Harris Trust and Savings Bank, its successor
or successors and its or their assigns, the sum of Twenty-five thousand dollars
($25,000.00) to be known as the "Gale Memorial Fund" in memory of my parents,
Dr. Jonathan Greeley Gale, who there practiced medicine for forty years, and my
mother, Susan Shaw' Gale, whose noble character and unselfish love were an
inspiration to all who knew her, said fund to be held by my said Trustee upon
the following trust, that is to say:
"From time to time to disburse the net income from said Trust Fund for the
benefit of the sick poor of said community, or in any other way which shall
accomplish the greatest good for said town, upon the recommendation of the
Board of Selectmen of said Town of Newton, subject, however, to the approval of
my sons, Hayden Bartlett Harris and Stanley Gale Harris, or the survivors of
them."
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1984 - NEWTON WELFARE OFFICE AND FOOD PANTRY - 1997
The Newton Welfare Office provides assistance to families and individuals that
have specific needs. The Welfare Office has helped many families who have met
financial guidelines. It is the Welfare Offices objective to provide
services, education and support to families in need.
The Welfare Office also operates the Newton Food Pantry. The Food Pantry has
been a great resource to many families in Newton and surrounding towns. The
Pantry has fed many families in 1997. The Pantry has helped and fed over 25
families for Thanksgiving and Christmas this year. This wouldn't be possible
without the donations received from private citizens, organizations and
businesses. The Food Pantry was also able to make Christmas merrier for over
40 children in town due to the many contributions made to the Pantry. The
Gale Library, Newton Post Office, Newton Junction Post Office and the First
Christian Church did a wonderful job with their Angel/Helping Hand Trees.
Their support along with their patrons made a difference for many children at
Christmas. The Boy Scouts donated their annual decorated Christmas Tree to a
family in need and Continental Biomass Industries made their annual donation
for fuel assistance to a family in need. The Sanborn Middle School, Memorial
School and the Newton Learning Center had a successful Food Drive, which
helped during the holiday season. The Ladies Fire Auxiliary, The Salvation
Army, The Brownie Troop, Mary Mother of the Church, First Baptist Church, Holy
Angels Church, Kingston Area Junior Women's Club, Granite State Grange, Harron
Cablevision and the Kingston Lions Club all have been generous and giving.
There are too numerous individual contributions to be mentioned here. Thanks
to all of you!
Since my appointment as Acting Welfare Agent, I have been overwhelmed with the
communities' compassion and generosity. It has been a pleasure to have worked
for a common goal.
Please feel free to contact the Welfare Agent at the Town Office if you are in
need of assistance. Confidentiality will always be respected.
Respectfully,
Connie M. Smith
Newton Acting Welfare Agent
BOARD OF HEALTH
Throughout the past year, this office has been active in conducting
inspections associated with the issuing of permits for newly constructed and
also the repair/replacement of existing septic systems. Approximately 70
permits were issued for new construction, many of which were associated with
the early development of several major Sub-Divisions. Fifteen permits were
issued for the replacement or repair of existing septic systems.
I was frequently asked if a residential septic system can be replaced without
prior State DES approval. The answer is yes, provided that some of the main
conditions in administrative rule ENV-W' s 1003.09 are met.
1. System serving non-commercial buildings may be repaired or replaced in
kind without submission of plans. In kind means that the size, location,
depth and type of design shall be as existed before repair and/or replace-ment
and that the proposed use will not change nor the flow increase. Non-
commercial buildings include single family private residences and duplexes,
that do not serve the public.
2. If the leaching portion of the system, including a dry well, is closer
than 75 feet to surface waters or water supply wells or closer to 24
inches to the seasonal high water table, plans shall be submitted for
approval. A test pit shall be dug immediately adjacent to the leaching
area to determine the seasonal high water table. The test pit must be
dug under the direct supervision of a licensed designer.
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3. Septic tanks may be replaced with one or more tanks of the same size or
larger without DES approval.
4. All repairs and replacement work shall be done by a state permitted
installer, except a homeowner may do the work for his own primary
domicile.
5. The installer shall submit the test pit data and a sketch of the
repaired/replaced system to the DES along with a completed questionnaire
form.
It is also important to remember that you must secure the necessary town
permits and inquire about any additional requirements to the town may have
before you begin any project.
I hope this helps to answer many of your questions regarding the repair or
replacement of a septic system. Other inspections conducted were Pre-School,
Day Care, and Foster Care facilities.
Several Board of Health conferences were attended. Such topics discussed were
rabies, radon testing, vaccines, septic system trouble shooting, asbestos
removal and Health Officers Indemnification as well as other Public Health
related issues.
Throughout the year, this office had received and addressed numerous calls
from residents with public health concerns regarding such things as over
flowing dumpsters, home businesses, water testing, hazardous materials,
campgrounds, abandon refrigerators, child neglect, tenant issues, nuisances
and failed septic systems.
In summary, it is my duty as Health Officer to enforce the public health laws
and rules in order to safeguard public health and to prevent pollution of any
body of water. Should you have any questions or concerns, please don't





The Building of new homes has increased considerably. Permits for new homes
have increased from 20 in 1996 to 62 in 1997. The following is a list of
other permits issued in 1997:
New Homes 63 Swimming Pools 3
Additions 28 Plumbing 61
Barns, Sheds 22 Electrical 127
Chimneys /Repairs 52 Well Permits 59
Garages 7 Occupany Permits 3
Decks 18









CURRENT USE ACREAGE - 1997
Acreage As of April 1, 1997 - Current Owners





Bowen, Howard L. & Jeannette E.
Busch, Doris B.
Byers, Ann & Harry, III
Byers, Ann & Harry, III
Byers, Ann & Harry, III
Cleary, Sarah/Marden, Charles
CPM Realty Trust
Crossman, Raymond H. & Carol E.
Ferrara, Joseph W. & Robert J.
Ferrara, Joseph W. & Robert J.
Foy, James M.
Foy, James M. & Sandra P.
George, Francis & Virgina
Gordon, Richard E.
Grande, Anthony L. & Margaret B.
Gundersen, Frederick B.
Hanson, John A. & Margery R.
Hanson, John A. & Margery R.
Heer, Daniel N.
Hesselbach, Donald G. & Patricia
Hesselbach, Donald G. & Patricia
Howfirma Trust
Howfirma Trust
Ingalls, William E. & Marcia I.
Ingalls, William E. & Marcia I.
Ingalls, William E. & Marcia I.
J.H. Chase, LLC
Keezer, Dorothy M.
Linscott, Robert E. & Sharon L.
Marden, John D. & Nancy J.
St.
Marden, John D. & Nancy J.
Mattson, Arnold R.
Mavrelion, James J. & Pamela
Mayhew, David E.
Mayhew, David E.
McElroy, Thomas R. & Nora J.
Messer, Richard J. & Bonnie L.
Messer, Richard J. & Bonnie L.
Miles, Ann








5.00A Wetland, 15.90A Forest-Unmgd,
Bear Hill Road
2.00A Farm Land, 50.00A Forest-Unmgd,
Thornell Road
8.66A Farm Land, 1.20A Unproductive,
Merrimac Road
11.26A Forest-Unmgd, 3.68A Unproductive,
South Main Street
10.30A Farm Land, Merrimac Road
22.00A Unproductive Land, South Main Street
32.35A Farm Land, 17.83A Forest-Unmgd,
North Main Street
24.14A Forest-Unmgd, Bartlett Street
24.00A Forest-Unmgd, off Bartlett Street
25.95A Forest-Unmgd, off Bartlett Street
55.00A Forest-Unmgd, Heath Street
27.00A Forest-Unmgd, 2.22A Farm, 3.00A
Unproductive Wetland, South Main Street
22.60A Wetland, Smith Corner Road
6.34A Forest-Unmgd, Country Pond Road
9.30A Forest-Unmgd, Country Pond Road
32.00A Forest-Unmgd, 20.00A Wetland,
Thornell Road
17.56A Forest-Unmgd, 4.00A Wetland, Thornell
42.00A Forest-Unmgd, Whittier Street Ext.
11.00A Forest-Unmgd, South Main Street
10.00A Unproductive Land, Heath Street
25.00A Forest-Unmgd, Gale Village Road
27.79A Forest-Unmgd, Thornell Road
10.40A Forest-Unmgd, 3.00A Wetland, Thornell
5.00A Forest Unmgd, 8.00A Wetland, Thornell
G. 19.03A Forest-Unmgd, Off Town Hall Road
G. 4.27A Forest-Unmgd, Off Town Hall Road
* 9.00A Forest-Unmgd, 8.51A
Wetland, Currierville Rd
* 5.40A Forest-Unmgd, Maple Avenue
3.70A Wetland, Peaslee Crossing Road
6.00A Forest-Unmgd, 4.00A Wetland,
Peaslee Crossing Road
5.20A Forest-Unmgd, 3.40A Wetland,
Peaslee Crossing Road
+ 181. 65A Forest-Mgd, 40.00A Wetland,
Smith Corner Road
18.82A Forest-Unmgd, New Boston Road
18.70A Forest-Unmgd, Amesbury Road
+ * 43.50A Forest-Mgd, 5.00A Wetland, Whittier
+ * 1.52A Farm Land, 1.00A Forest-Mgd,
Whittier Street
11.00A Forest-Unmgd, 10.50A Wetland, Pond
* 8.85A Forest-Unmgd, 1.25A Wetland, Bartlett
+ * 34.30A Forest-Mgd, Pond Street
+ * 5.60A Forest-Mgd, Off Pond St. & Webster Rd
18.70A Forest-Unmgd, Amesbury Road
4.00A Forest-Unmgd, 6.00A Unproductive
Wetland, 1.10A Farm Land, Pond Street
.50A Forest-Unmgd, Off Heath Street
19.36A Forest-Unmgd, Pond Street
* 1.50A Forest-Unmgd, Amesbury Road
4.03A Forest-Unmgd, Whittier Street Ext.
4.60A Forest-Unmgd, Whittier Street Ext.
1.40A Forest-Unmgd, Whittier Street Ext.
+ * 54.70A Forest-Mgd, Smith Corner Road
+ * 15.10A Forest-Mgd, Off Smith Corner Road
16.00A Farm Land, 49.00A Forest-Unmgd,
10.00A Wetland, Merrimac Road
13.70A Forest-Unmgd, 8.00A Wetland,
Off Bancroft Road
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O'Malley, Karen L.& Dorothy E.
Moore, George F. & Beulah D.
Pagliccia, Frank & Brown, Donna
Peaslee, Sybil
Pinkerton, James F. & Charlene 0.
Pottie, Joseph B. Jr. & Patricia L
Pramberg, Jay P.
Unprod.
Pramberg, John H. Jr.
Preston, Ronald P. & Karen M.
Ray, Gene & John
Redlund, David J. & Kathleen
Reynolds, Forrest T. Jr. (SPI) +
Roberts, Steven & Harris, Judith
Sabella, Vincent & Rhomaine
Sargent, R. Scott, Robert R. , Jane E.
Dudley, Stephen & Deborah
Sargent, Richard E. Est.










Thorkildsen, Karl & Gaines, Jennifer
Turbity, Brian H.
Turmel, Jay / Peaslee, Kenneth
Wood, Nancy C.
Wotherspoon, Lee & Barbara A.




Foy, James M. & Sandra P.
(Filed on 07/08/93)
16.00A Farm, 16.40A Forest-Unmgd, 5.00A
Wetland, Bancroft Road
16.00A Farm, 4.66A Forest-Unmgd, 3.70A
Wetland, Bancroft Road
10.00A Forest-Unmgd, Maple Avenue
10.00A Farm Land, 11.50A Forest-Unmgd,
Amesbury Road
4.00A Forest- Unmgd, 6.00A Wetland,
Smith Corner Road
45.00A Forest-Unmgd, 5.00A Wetland, Pond St.
12.00A Forest-Unmgd, Whittier Street
53.40A Forest-Unmgd, North Main Street
3.00A Forest-Unmgd, 2.00A Farm, 1.00A
Webster Road
2.50A Forest-Unmgd, Pond Street
11.50A Forest-Unmgd, Currierville Road
17.80A Forest-Unmgd, Heath Street (Backland)
17.00A Forest-Unmgd, 24.00A Unproductive,
Keezer Lane
8.00A Farm Land, 16.50A Forest-Mgd, 3.00A
Wetland, Thornell Road
10.14A Forest-Unmgd, Amesbury Road
21.60A Forest-Unmgd, Gale Village Road
4.29A Forest-Unmgd, Amesbury Rd
209. 20A Forest-Unmgd, South Main Street
9.00A Forest-Unmgd, Whittier Street Ext.
12.00A Forest-Unmgd, South Main Street
27.80A Forest-Unmgd, Off Town Hall Road
12.45A Forest-Unmgd, North Main Street
26.83A Unproductive Land, 3.00A
Forest-Unmgd, North Main Street
1.00A Wetland, .98A Forest-Unmgd, Country Pon
8.38A Forest-Unmgd, Town Hall Road
1.52A Forest-Unmgd, Town Hall Road
8.64A Forest-Christmas Trees, 9.81A
Forest-Unmgd, Highland Street
24.40A Forest-Unmgd, Highland Street
10.00A Forest-Unmgd, North Main Street
24.00A Forest-Unmgd, Whittier Street Ext.
25.00A Forest-Unmgd, Whittier Street Ext.
17.40A Forest-Unmgd, Dugway Road
19.07A Forest-Unmgd, Currierville Road
39.22A Forest-Unmgd, Smith Corner Road
8.00A Unproductive Land, Thornell Rd,
(Backland)





REPORT OF TRUST FUNDS





John F. Swasey, Jr.
Candace A. Luciano
Sandra E. Krajewski
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FAMILY MEDIATION & JUVENILE SERVICES
Family Mediation & Juvenile Services serves the Plaistow District Court
Catchment Area and works as an integral part of the communities juvenile
system by providing services and assistance to the Court, schools, and area
police departments. Because our agency's objective is to provide troubled
youth with services needed to help that youth resolve his/her familial
conflicts and prevent out-of-home placements, our services can be considered
both prevention and intervention in nature.
The programs we provide are: Parent-Child Mediation; Community Service
Program; Community Service Restitution Program; and support services to the
schools. In addition, we maintain the following services; crisis
intervention; care assessment; case management; and rendering appropriate
referrals. Our program continues to be one of the only support programs
funded by the Towns providing services to area residents at no cost to them.
The Board of Directors is dedicated to keeping it as such in spite of the
continual rise in the number of Juvenile Court cases again this year and the
number of families seeking mediation services.
We have expanded the diversion programs currently offered to include two new
programs, the first being the Step Forward Program, which emphasizes self-
esteem, choices and decision making skills to deal with drug and alcohol use,
shoplifting and violence and the other the T.L.C. program (Teens Learning
Control) , which helps youths explore anger and the role it plays in their
lives. We feel that both programs are timely and help address the growing
number of problems in the areas and provide additional options for parents and
teens to prevent court involvement at no additional cost to the towns that
support the program.
We respectfully request that you will continue to support our program so that
we may serve the needs of your Community.
Respectfully submitted,
Patrick R. Judge, Chairman
DRUGS ARE DANGEROUS, INC.
D.A.D. Inc. (Drugs Are Dangerous) is asking again for the sum of $2,000 to
continue our work in providing NATURAL HIGH ACTIVITIES for the youth of
Sanborn Regional School District.
Like the previous years, we have various activities planned. Two middle
school roller-skate parties at "SKATELAND" in Haverhill, MA. We rent the rink
so we have more control over the atmosphere that is there. The cost runs from
$300-$400. The last skating party had over 300 attend. We also provide
chaperones. We have a grade school family skate for both Memorial and Bakie
Families. These also run between $300-$400. The Memorial Family skate is
planned for February 14, 1998. The Bakie family skate is planned for March
7
th
. We also rent the mini golf course in Plaistow for a family day of mini
golf. That expense is $250. We hold a Bingo Night at the Middle School for
all Middle School students. The highlight of that night is the winning of
Bruins or Celtics tickets. This function runs from $250-$300. Our largest
event is held on Father's Day at Camp Lincoln. That is a five hour, old time,
food, fun and games for the entire family. This event runs about $3,000.00.
At the Bingo Night, there is usually about 100 who come and enjoy the evening.
The Family Skate parties have about 125-200 that comes to each. The mini golf
has about 300 who show up and enjoy the challenge and welcome spring. The
Natural High Picnic has a low turn out of 500 up to a high of 1200.
At all our functions, there are no NO DRUGS OR ALCOHOL ALLOWED. We sponsor
anti drug speakers at the Middle and/or High School. As you are aware, this
is a joint sponsorship between Newton and Kingston. We hope the voters of
Newton will once again appreciate our efforts and continue to support DRUGS
ARE DANGEROUS INC.
Respectfully,
Gerard & Kristy Lacroix
DAD, Board of Directors
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LAMPREY HEALTH CARE
Lamprey Health Care provides a number of services to the residents of
southeastern New Hampshire. Our Senior Citizen Transportation Program relies
heavily on appropriations from the municipalities it serves in order to provide
service to the elderly and physically challenged residents of this region.
Access to transportation is critical to this population remaining independent,
self-sufficient and in their homes. The dollars saved in each community by
providing in home services to our residents is well documented. The Trans-
portation Program operated by Lamprey Health Care is experiencing a significant
increase in costs relating to fuel prices and vehicle maintenance. Service is
available to Newton residents each Thursday for shopping, medical appointments,
pharmacy and other needs
.
Lamprey Health Care also provides medical services to residents of this area.
While everyone can take advantage of the quality health care provided by Lamprey
health Care medical staff, those who have a limited ability or no ability to pay
are not turned away. Lamprey Health Care provides medical care from prenatal to
geriatric age groups.
INFOLINK provides up to date information and referral services to residents of
your community through a toll-free number 1-888-499-2525. Current resource
information is always available through the INFOLINK information & Referral
Center.
Lamprey Health Care is a participant in the Rockingham Human Services
Association, a voluntary network of non-profit agencies which exists to share
information, coordinate programs to minimize duplication and to provide quality,
cost effective services to the residents of your community.
Lamprey Health Care is pleased to continue to provide services to residents of
Newton. We are always looking for volunteers to help with appointments and for
new riders. We appreciate your community's continued support of our services.
Respectfully submitted,
Priscilla M. Shaw
Director of Community Services
ROCKINGHAM VISITING NURSES
The following statistics are for the fiscal year April 1, 1996 through March 31,
1997.
Rockingham VNA and Hospice saw a total of 23 patients in the Town of Newton who
received the following services in their homes:
Acute Care Visits
Skilled Visits 558
Home Health Aide 340
Free 3
Total Acute Care Visits 901
Extended Care 2 Hours
In total, RVNA & Hospice made 901 visits and provided 2 hours of support
services to the residents of Newton. Of these visits, 3 were provided free of
charge; at our current fee ($75.00 per visit), these free visits would have been
charged at $225.00. All other visits were paid, in part, by either Medicare,
Medicaid, other insurance or private patient payment. None of these payors pay
100% of our fees (private patient fees are determined on a sliding fee scale)
.
The contractual allowance (that portion not paid) averages 13%.
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In addition to the above services, RVNA & Hospice's Health Promotion Department
saw residents of Newton in the following capacities:
Blood Pressure Clinics 55 Visits
Flu Clinics 19 Visits
Foot Clinics 49 Visits
Well Child Clinics 8 Visits
Immunization Clinics 2 Visits
Rockingham Visiting Nurse Association and Hospice would like to take this
opportunity to once again thank you for your continued support of our
organization. Despite the rapid changes in home health care, we continue to
honor our commitment of providing care to the residents of Newton and look
forward to 1997.
Respectfully submitted,
Barbara H. Leake, Exec. Director
CHILD AND FAMILY SERVICES
Child and Family Services of NH, is a not-for-profit, multi-service agency that
has provided services to the seacoast residents since 1963. these funds help
underwrite the cost of professional family counseling services. The family's
cost is determined by a sliding fee scale. No one is denied service based on an
inability to pay.
Child and Family Services has offices in Exeter at 9 Hampton Road and in
Portsmouth at 1 Junkins Avenue. The combination of charitable dollars and local
government support make the following services available for Newton residents:
COUNSELING, PARENT EDUCATION COURSES, ADOPTION SERVICES, PRE-NATAL COUNSELING,
INFANTS AND TODDLERS PROGRAM, FAMILY LIFE AND COMMUNITY EDUCATION, PARENTLINE,
GROUP HOME EMERGENCY SHELTER CARE, SCHOOL SOCIAL WORK, BABY STEPS and FILM LOAN
LIBRARY .
Child and Family Services is pleased to continue and expand upon the services
available to the Town of Newton. Our ability to provide these services relies
upon the support we have received from local communities. We welcome any
suggestions you might have to inform the residents of the services available.
Thank you for your continuing support.
Respectfully submitted,
Thomas W. O'Connor, Jr.
Senior Vice President
ROCKINGHAM PLANNING COMMISSION
1997 has been a busy year in the planning business - both at the local and
regional level. Our work has involved the usual array of planning assistance to
local land use boards on master plans, CIPs and land use regulation, as well as
the continuation of our educational programs for local boards. Just as
important, the RPC has continued to play an important role in issues of regional
concern including the natural gas pipeline proposal and regional transportation
issues. Many towns are responding to renewed growth pressures by taking
advantage of the Commission's resources to develop or update planning documents,
regulations, GIS maps and the like.
Our services are available to Newton and the region only because of your
continued financial support. Local dues provide our most important source of
funding. They support the core operation of the agency and allow us to match
funding from other sources.
We look forward to continuing to provide planning assistance to your community





Seacoast Task Force on Family Violence
A SAFE PLACE was incorporated in 1978 as the first shelter for battered women
in the State of New Hampshire. We depend on funding from local communities in
order to provide vital services to over 2,100 individuals annually. Among the
services that have been utilized by Newton residents during the past 19 years
are:
• emergency shelter women and children fleeing violent situation
• support groups to provide emotional backup to women in various states of
dealing with domestic violence
• legal advocacy, to assist victims when working with court processes
• a 24-hour crisis line, for emergency intakes, referrals, general support
and information
For 1996, our statistics for Newton are as follows: Two people were sheltered
for a total of 56 bed nights; six unduplicated individuals from Newton made
use of advocacy services and we had a total of 14 contacts with these people.
Many people from Newton receive our newsletter and are members of "Friends of
A Safe Place". We also recruit volunteers from Newton and have Newton
residents actively involved in the organization.




SEXUAL ASSAULT SUPPORT SERVICES
Sexual Assault Support Services has served two New Hampshire counties and five
towns in Southern Maine for the past eighteen years. The demand for both our
crisis services and educational programs continues to grow. We offer the
following services to the Town of Newton:
New 24-hour toll-free sexual assault crisis hotline
1-888-747-7070;
24-hour accompaniment to police stations and hospital emergency rooms
for sexual assault victims;
Support groups for rape survivors, sexual abuse survivors, parents, and
others affected by sexual assault or abuse;
Professional training and consultation to police departments, hospitals,
schools, and others in the community;
Sexual abuse and sexual assault prevention education in the schools for
children, teens, and parents;
Sexual harassment workshops for teachers and students.
In order to ensure that Sexual Assault Support Services crisis and other
services continue to be available to residents of Newton, we are requesting
that you continue your much needed and much appreciated financial commitment.
On behalf of our clients, board and staff, I want to thank the Town of Newton





ROCKINGHAM COUNTY COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAM, INC.
ROCKINGHAM COMMUNITY ACTION (RCA) is a private, non-profit organization whose
mission is to prevent, reduce, and work toward the elimination of poverty. We
do this by offering people a variety of services that meet their immediate
needs, providing them with the tools and resources to help them overcome
economic hardship, and empowering them to address the root causes of poverty.
RCA is designated by local, state and federal officials to serve the diverse
needs of low-income residents of Rockingham County, and has been addressing
these needs for over thirty years.
Our efforts are conducted through outreach and program offices in Derry,
Exeter, Portsmouth, Raymond, Salem and Seabrook, as well as intake, clinic and
distribution sites in over half of the county's thirty-seven communities.
Community Action provides a wide range of services that are unduplicated
elsewhere in the county. Most of these services meet immediate, critical needs
and all have a direct and positive impact on people's lives.
This is the statistical report of the services provided in 1997.
3f8 households received Fuel Assistance, a program that provides a financial
grant of up to $750.00 to assist with energy-related expenses. ($17,773.00)
2 homes were weatherized through the Weatherization Program, which provides
high quality energy conservation materials and skilled labor to weatherize
homes of income eligible and high-energy households in order to reduce heating
costs and conserve energy, and provides major repairs or replacement of heating
systems for low-income homeowners. ($5,071.00)
4 children received the Family Day Care Program, a program that provides
services to family day care providers, including training, technical assistance
and sponsorship of the USDA Child and Adult Care Food Program. ($2,161.00)
19 child care referrals were arranged through the Child Care Resource and
Referral Program, a program that maintains inventory of all available child
care options, provides child care referrals to employees of participating
companies as well as to the general public, and expands the supply of quality
care by recruiting, training and assisting new child care providers . ($1, 000 . 00)
198 emergency food assistance program, a program that distributes USDA surplus
food to participating soup kitchens, homeless shelter and emergency food
pantries. ($403.00)
43 women, infants and children received help through the WIC /CSFP Program,
which provides supplemental nutritious foods, nutrition education,
breastfeeding support and health care referrals to pregnant women, nursing
mothers and children up to the age of five (six for CSFP) , through the WIC;
provides monthly allotments of commodity foods and nutrition education
materials to senior citizens. ($26,581.00)
1 resident utilized the Emergency Response System (Lifeline) in their home
.
Installs and maintains emergency response systems in the homes of homebound
elderly or disabled people in order to ensure their safety and maintain their
independence and quality of life by providing immediate access to emergency
medical responders. ($362.00)
96 residents received services from Outreach Centers includes a wide range of
services provided by Outreach Center personnel, including information and
referral, client advocacy, direct client assistance, crisis intervention
services and the coordination of community-based services. ($830.00)
1 resident received services from the Emergency Food Pantries which provides
emergency food allotments to households facing severe economic hardship on
areas in which other locally-based emergency food pantries are understocked or
unavailable. There are four emergency food pantries, located in our Seacoast,
Raymond, Salem and Derry Outreach Centers. ($112.00)
119
5 residents received services from the Seacoast Healthnet which
provides access to health care for medically indigent individuals from birth
through age 64 through the provision of physician office-based medical care,
family support services and health education. ($1,021.00)
104 residents received services from the Family Support Program which provides
support services, transportation and protective child care to support and
stabilize families at risk of child abuse through the Accompanied
Transportation and Family Resource & Support Programs. ($3,174.00)
We realize how difficult it is for the town to provide financial support to
human service agencies during a period when you are struggling to curb
municipal spending. We are asking the communities we serve for funding despite
this because we know that every dollar you contribute to Community Action
results in a far greater savings to your town's welfare budget. Our proven
ability to mobilize local, state, federal and private resources to
comprehensively address poverty-related issues here in Rockingham County
enables us to provide more of an impact in services per dollar than the same
dollar spent through a direct local welfare grant.
We need the financial support of every community in Rockingham County to
continue our work. Your financial support is critical to the continuance of




AREA HOMEMAKER HOME HEALTH AIDE SERVICE, INC.
Area Homemaker is a nonprofit agency and our purpose is to help people remain
independent in their homes with dignity and happiness as long as possible,
thereby avoiding the higher costs of institutionalization. All reports
continue to project a steady increase in the number of frail elderly and
elderly living alone who will need home care support services in the years
ahead. Our policy has always been to try to serve all clients as needed
without a waiting list, but we have had difficulty holding to that policy in
recent years. With your assistance we shall be able to serve all of the Newton
residents who need our help.
Area Homemaker is a participant in the Rockingham Human Services Association, a
voluntary network of agencies which exists to share information, coordinate
programs to minimize duplication, and to provide quality, cost effective
services to residents of your town.







Seacoast Hospice is an organization dedicated to promoting the quality of life
for the terminally ill patient and supporting the family through the process
of illness and bereavement. It is a non-profit agency committed to providing
hospice care to those who request it, without regard to their ability to pay.
Founded in 1978 to meet the needs of the dying and their families, it
believes that persons with a life-limiting illness should, as far as possible,
be allowed to choose the way they spend the remaining part of life.
Hospice realizes that most people who are ill may prefer to remain in the
security of their own home surrounded by loved ones and friends, and tries to
make that possible for as long as the patient and family wish. The
organization places a high priority on pain relief and symptom control
allowing patients to live as fulfilling and comfortable a life as possible.
Everyone connected with Hospice honors the fact that each person has
individual values and needs, and therefore dignity, integrity and personal
choices are respected.
A comprehensive program is available offering a full range of services with a
team approach: the patient's physician, a nurse, social worker, clergy, and
specially trained volunteers. Assistance is available 24 hours a day, 7 days
a week. Programs for bereaved adults and children, a loan closet containing
electric beds, wheelchairs, etc., a speakers' bureau, in-service training
programs, and a lending library and information concerning area support and
national Hospice programs are all available to the Seacoast community.
From 7/1/96 - 6/30/97, Five Newton residents have attended our Bereavement
programs including our special program for children. Many residents of your
town have also utilized a library of materials on death and dying and an
inventory of durable medical equipment. We are happy that we have been able
to help.
Respectfully submitted,
Susan Cole, Exec Director
VIC GEARY CENTER
The Vic Geary Center serves as a senior center for seven towns: Plaistow,
Hampstead, Atkinson, Sandown, Newton, Danville and Kingston. The following
information will provide some insight into the diverse activities and services
offered to the senior citizens of your community.
The Rockingham Nutrition & Meals On Wheels Program operates from the center 5
days per week providing a hot noon meal in the dining room and Meals On Wheels
to homebound clients in the 7 towns. Frozen weekend and holiday meals are
provided and meals comprised of shelf-stable items are provided for bad
weather when delivery is impossible. During the past year 24,091 meals were
served from the center. It should be noted that 18,624 of those meals were
delivered to elderly and disabled residents of the area. Through this program
34 residents of Newton received meals on a regular basis equaling approx-
imately 3,732 meals for the year. Other town residents participate in special
events throughout the year, for which formal records are not kept. In the 7
town area 300 residents participated in the meals program. In addition to the
meals, 14,586 units of social service including home visits, referrals,
support counseling,- care management, general information and advocacy were
provided from the center. 884 rides were provided, and 1,981 hours of service
were supplied by senior volunteers working at the center under the auspices of
the Retired Senior Volunteer Program.
Several area senior organizations regularly meet free of charge at the Vic
Geary. Monthly trips were offered and enjoyed by many area seniors this past
year. 50 members of XYZ (Extra Years of Zest) meet regularly enjoying various
recreational activities. Special meal celebrations for Thanksgiving,
Christmas and other holidays are very well attended and enjoyed by all.
121
Throughout the year, monthly blood pressure and foot care clinics are held at
the center by Rockingham Visiting Nurses. Other clinics such as hearing and
sight are conducted regularly by area Physicians. Fuel assistance intakes are
done on an annual basis. 110 area residents received flu shots in October.
Informative guest speakers on subjects of interest such as financial planning
are invited throughout the year. Aerobics classes, dance classes, beano, card
and board games, pool and movie viewing are daily recreational activities
offered at the center. The WIC program now distributes surplus food monthly
from the Vic-Geary to income eligible area seniors.
The building is rented to private individuals and groups. Several non-profit
organizations hold their meetings at the Vic Geary, including Timberlane
Baptist Church and the Knights of Pythias. 200 members of Alcoholics
Anonymous meet here each Friday. Other civic organizations holding regular
meetings free of charge include the Greater Plaistow Human Services Council
and the Plaistow Area Transportation Advisory Committee.
Respectfully submitted,
Susan Bonagura, Treasurer
RETIRED AND SENIOR VOLUNTEER PROGRAM
The purpose of RSVP is to create meaningful opportunities for Volunteers, 55
years and older, to participate more fully in the life of their communities
through volunteer service.
The funds are to help defray directly supported expenditures for volunteer
mileage reimbursement, volunteer accident and personal liability insurance's,
excess automobile liability insurance, volunteer luncheon costs and
recognition materials provided to RSVP volunteers.
The Retired and Senior Volunteer Program is administered by a Federal Agency





NH SOCIETY FOR THE PREVENTION OF CRUELTY TO ANIMALS
In the last year, we took in over 3,200 homeless animals from 120 communities.
While our placement rate of 60% is among the very best in the nation, we still
face the anguish of putting down far too many homeless animals. And for many
good reasons, we need your help.
Along with taking in animals from your community and placing many of them into
good homes, we also assist your Animal Control Officers, educate your children
about pets and humane treatment of all animals, and answer the telephone
inquiries of your citizens. We do this, and more, with no state or federal
assistance whatsoever.
We need your help to carry out the NHSPCA mission, which states:
"The NH Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals is the State's oldest
non-profit organization dedicated to providing shelter, adoption, education
and other progressive community services to further the humane treatment of
animals"
.
As a community based organization, our only source of funding is donations
from the communities we serve. Thank you for your consideration of the
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